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Cataorira is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription Tor InLAnta
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It id a harmless substituto
for Paregoric. Drops, Soot tang Syru anti Castor Oil.
It Is Pleasant. Its gemrsar.teel Oa thirty' years' use by
MMus of Mothers. Castorta :testi-tarn Worma and aLlays
feveriahnees. Ciastoria breveuts vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Diarracca and. Wini Colic.. Carturta relieves
teet Ling %monies. Cures cutlet tfaatiou arid Outuleincy.
Castoria assimilates the regulates the stomach
sad boweist, giving healthy *so nathr41 sleep. Calm
torai th-P Cstildren'e Parareass-40.4 =‘;:ter•is 7s-segkg.
Castona.
•Caskiett an coarl'•vr.t meter he for
bow Ilethent hare nrodatadif ken IMO Cf
good ideas awe door auldree
tr. C. 00401111.
Lineal, Nam.
"Cedr.d- tke beet nerved, for obildree
-rbioti I am acqi.voned- bops die day le not
far daract oboe mothers will peskier Qat, real
tiara' ce the.r eteldren. an.1 cite Castorta ir
weed of tbersrmasquact uustrimis bids art
lestriming their loved maw ey forcing opium.
aorphuie, soottung syrup sad other hurtfo!
mom doo- Maar thrum, thereby seadam
Inn to preasator• griroow"
Low .1. F. rillcaSL011.
Cosimay. Art.
CaSt011%.
•" (Maoris o.- aelaptad .iulAren eta'
I as _ore ',or :owe v prorri puoo
to-reu to rime.'
11 A. efeedisa,
Ro. Viten! L's , streetora.
nes. pkysumrts la the calwmasie eleven%
mess hare 1Lchtv sot their arperi-
ence Ilk weir outside prectu-e anti, Cadootst.
and elt4..wagh Ire only r....ve ....-ootor
medimi ampare whet tdcon regu,ar
prodiu-st, yet we are tree to confess Choi. the
merits of -.1asedrut hat woo us to look mib
Lao, upon It -
therm. Etoerrrae. Aso rearanSettlt.
Dogma. Mao&
4.1....alt C. &MM. Prea.
Thee Ciantsair Oitaspaa7, T1 Waresy Stroot, iCt-r York my.
VIMOMUMW!
HOW TO KEEPa
e AEU! EaE BUY A
E 'Tenting Stove and get the Celebrated
Reinecke
Coal.
REV. DTI. • •
V!
rhe 'Woe. Th... t;•., .l..vs of Eter-
nity-A 1.11111?r,e 4,1 t!... lieevenly
.ty- -Consoiation Cie Troth of Reve-
lation.
•
BROW:LYN% Nov. 4.—Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage, who is now nearine the close of
his globe circling tonr and will shortly
reach American shores, has selected as
the subject of today's :sermon through
the press "Victory Over Pain," the text
ehoeen being Revelation xxi, 4. "-Tei•
tiler shall there be any more pain."
The first question thee you ask when.
abort to change your residence to any
city is: "What is the health of tin
place? Is it shaken of terrible disorders'.
Whet are the hilt; of mortality? X.:lin-
k the death rate? How high rises tie
thermometer?" Anil tun I not reaseuhabl•
in asking, What tre the saintaly condi
none of the beaveuly city into whicl
we ull hope to move? 1ie text weevers
it by eaying, "Neither shall thera le
any more pain."
No Palo lo Heaven.
First, I remark, there will be no pair
4 disapisiintment in heaven. If !could
pct the picture of what you anticipaterl
Jf hfc when you began it beside the
picture of what you have realized, I
would find e great difference. Yon
have stumbled. upon great disappeint
meats. Perhaps you expected riehes,
!eel you have worked hard enougi
to gain them; you have planne.I sue
worried and persisted until your hand
were worn, and your brain Was reeked,
cud your heart fainted, and at the ens
of this long strife with misfortune yet
end that if you have uot been positive-
ly defeated it has been a drawn battle
It is still tug and tuesle, this you- los
ing what yen genre.' last, financial un-
certainties, pulling down faster than
you build. For perhaps 20 or 30 years
yon have been running your creft
straight into the teeth of the wind.
Perhaps you have had domestet dis-
appointment. Your children, upon whose
eelucation you lavished your hard earn-
ed dollars, have not turned out Its ex-
pected. Notwithstanding all your coun-
sels and prayers; end peinstaking, thes
will not do right. Many a good father
has had a bad boy. Abealom trod On
David's heart. That mother never
a imagined all this rie 20 or 30 years ageshe sat by that ehiel's cradle.
E Your life has been a chapter of disap-pninements. But come with me, anel I
a will show yen a 
different scene. By
nnted•s grape entering the other city, you
E will never again have a blasted hope.The most jubilant of expectations whit
/ not reach the realization. Corning tothe top se. orni hill cif joy, there will beE other heigigs rising up in the vision.
n This song of transpirt will but lift you
3 Special Prices to Schqol liouse4 and Churches!m.00memmomommW00M000000wWW•mmoWemm~M momemommeremmum0m. ....................
E They can be closed up so as to keep fire 24 hours. Will /burn either hard or soft coal.
I ROGERS St WOSTENHOLM Pocket Knives and Razors. E
E The largest stock of the
se ever brought hers. Sash, Doors,
Blinds, Lime. Cement. Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceiling,
li Mantels, Orate', Hearths. •— Shot flints, Rake and Pistols. 11Painte, Oils and Glans. Wagons. Buggies &Da Otitis, Nails IF
It Lurks and Hines.
I Also Bicycles At Cost! • 1
t
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,..(forbes & B[o. g' )
vaittrismitimiu m tuna/tut/NA
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prost. J. E. IllePuEnsoN, Cash.
Bank of Hopkinsville !
(INCORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplus 3275.000.
ORS
—E. P. CAMPBELL,— —JOHN P. GARNETT- -
—D. R. BEARD,— —DR. E. S. STUART,-
-C. H. EUSH.-
111•1=111111
THIS BANK oilers its customera every banking facility,
liberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
ness entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with thc*e
contemplating a change or division of their accounts.
C1-0 TO
Gus Young
,--The I-Mara-ware Mara.1—
New Store Opposite New Hotel
—PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, WINDOW GLASS, HARDWARE and
TOOLS of all kinds.
On account of the new law which shortens the hunting season we have
made another BIG CUT in prices of Shot Guns. Have a very large as-
sortment of Breech-Loaders. Muzzle-Loaders, Rides and Revolvers, all at
Lower Figures than ever before. They are here and must be sold this
season. Evansville Steel Plows, Chattanooga Chilled Plows and repairs
for all sorts of Plows, such as Oliver Chilled. South Bend, Avery Ike., at
Reduced Prices. Splendid line of best brands of Chopping Axes. The
Prettiest and Cheapest line of Pocket Knives and Razors in the State, at
very reasonable prices. The best loaded shells, any load you want.
C. H. LAYNE,
4i
SUOVISSOf tO Polk Canslu,
I,IVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE Corwor fth asd V irgluie• Sta., HopklaavIlle,
good , with sal orltiscoat drivers. faniumed day or ought. Special rated to Comm ercia
seise ine-preof mad sew "'odious ; good lot reoes adjoining `Coe walling roLin ft.,
seams.
Special Attention Given to 8noPthno HorgPs.
NAT GAITHER JAS. Wt.f_t
Caither & West,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,
isatirsiz
Prprietor3 PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE.
II.opkinsville, - Ky.I
to higher autheine, IOC sweetest choral
but a prelude to more tremendous har-
E 'Irony, all things better than you hadanticipated—the robe richer, the crown
a
brighter, the temple grander, the throng
mightier.
Farther, I remark, theee will be no
E pain of weariuess. It may be manyhours since you emit work, but many
a
of you are warmest, sonee from i ever-
work, and wen° from dullness; ef tracle,
the latter mere. exhausting than the for-
mer. Your ankles ache, your spirits
flag, you want rest. Are theme Wlet.vis
always to turn, these aliuttlees to fly,
these axes to bew, these shovels tee
delve, these pens t i fly, these hooka to
be voted. these geodes to be eolil?
No Wore arid No Poverty.
All, 'he re it helielay11111ittett'llen No
more cures 4 taelonalo.rit. No mere.
stooping Wail tlf.t kick [who+. No mere
eitietileition until the brain Is IscWiltleivii
Ntei mops pant Nei item, esapentev, teet
the Illettiele4111 Itre All belie Nei Ilene
eiteralilye fel' the Weill. me all reared
Nei More elliimieutl Vatting, ;Of tho gulti
ere all wt. Nei nitre geld Iselleg, fee
the ereeVIOI are all oempleted. Nu more
agriculture, fur the harvests are speeds-
neon..
Further, there will be no more pain
of peverty. It is a hard thing to be real
ly peer; to Lave your coat W. ar out Ul If!
110 money to get another; to have yew
flour barrel empty suet nothing to bus
Mead teeth for your eltileiren; to live La
all unhealthy rev •nei net means t
champ, your habitation; t‘i IiiiVe pito
child WI with venue mysterious thieves
end not he able to secure olollinlit 111041
teal ability; to linen suitor datieliter lel
gin the world awl you Hot have' Mit
thing to help them le etarting, with a
mind capable of research acid high cote
tereplatiou to be perpetually fixed oh;
questions of nets livelihood.
Poets try to throw a romance about
the poor man's cot, but there is no ro
mance about it. Poverty is bard, cruel,
unrelenting. Bat iazarus waked ni
without his rags and his disc:hetes ant:
JO all of Christ's pose wake up at last
without any of their dieadvanosges—ne
aluishouees, fur they are ell princes; in
rents to pay, for the residence is gratu
items; no garments to buy, for therein,
Are divinely falthioned; no seats ii
ehurch for poor folks, but equalit-
emong temple worshipers; no hovels
sho hard crusts, no insufficient apparel
"They shall hunger no more, neithe:
thirst any wore, neither shall the eta
light on them nor any heat." No mor
ett,in!
No More Parting.
Further, there will he. no pain of pert
ing. All those associations must sone
time break up. We clep hanilm an,
walk together, and talk and laugh an
weep together, but we retest after awhili
separate. Your grave will be iu onc
place, mine in another. We look eael
other full in the face for the last tim:•
We will be sitting together some even
mg or walking together sonic day, few
teething will be unusual in our appear-
ewe or our conversation, but God knows
that it i8 the last time, aud melesengers
from eternity on their errand to take
eta away know it is the last time, and
in heaven, whe•re they make re•ady fer
eur departing spirits, they know it is
the last time.
Oh, the long agory of earthly sepera
:ion! It is awtrl to stand in your nurs-
ery fighting death back from the couch
af your ebild, and try to hold fast the
little one, and see ell the time that he is
getting weaker, and the br ath is short-
er, and make outcry to God to help us
end to the doctors to save him, and see
it is of no rival' -eel then to know that
ins spirit is t ie • and that you have
oothing left hut toe cneket that held the
jewel, and that in two es three days
you must even put that away and walk
armand about the house) awl find it des-
orate, soineronce teetiug reoeitions, ane
then to repolve to feel elifferently and to
resolve on self centrol, and juot ace you
have come to what you thiuk perfect
self eontrol to suddenly come upon some
little coat or picture or shoe half wtim
out and bow all the floods of the soul
burst in one wild wail of agony! Oh.
my God, hew hard it is to part, to close
the eyes that never can look merry al
our potence, to kiss the hand that evil
never again do us a kindness! I knee.
religion gt vete great consolation in tem;
an hour, awl we ought to be comforted.
but anyhow mud anyway you make I.
it is awful.
No Tears Mot, Crepe.
stearnhout wharf slid at rail cas
wiudow we may Fulilo when wo
farewell, but theme goodbye at the death-
bed—they just take hold of the heart
with iron pinchers and tear it out by
the roots until all the fibers quiver ans.
Curl ID the torture and drop thick blood.
These eeparattous are wine presses, intte
which our hearfin like rod dusters. are
thrown, and then trouble turns the
windlaws round and round until we are
utterly ernsbeel and have no more ca-
pacity to suffer, and we stop crying be-
cause we have wept all our tears.
On every street, on every dooretep, by
every conch, there have been partings.
But once past the heavenly portals, and
you are through with such Keenest for•
ever. In that land there are many hand
eseigeitist. Thef,nere at home (erre
se ter breaks. Ones. heel your teenra '".
;le re, ned yoteigive them forever. Ne
.•rape fleite from the el xer thst blise-
Cul neeletices No eh ft where
the dead sleep. All nweisee, wide awake,
huel forever 1:0 sushing out of erui
grant Flip foreien shore. No toiling
of bell hie the futmeral peeses. Whele
gencratieue glory. Iland to hew!,
heart to heart. euy to j.ly. No sereeesiar
up the lirairanf the (both chill, the. feet
cold until hot flannels (smile werni
them. No rattle ot eepulehral gates. No
parting, no pain. -
Further, the heavenly city will have
no paia of bony:: The whee pie•rced
with sharp distresses. The :ewe.* on s
knife must cut. The dentiet's pinchers
must pnll. Pain is fought with sain.
The world is a hospital. p sees of dis-
eases, like vultures contending torn car-
cass, struggle as to which shall have it.
Our nature's are intiuitily suseeptible to
eufferieg. The eye, the foot, the hand,
with immense capacity of anenish.
The little child ITIOCIS at the entranee
of lifee manifold diseases. You hear the
shrill cry of infaevy ass the laueet strikes
into the swollen gum. Yeu Nee its head
toes in cousurniug fevers that take more
than half of them into the dust. Old
age passes, dizzy and weak and short
breathed and dim sighted. On every
northeast wind come down pleurisiese
and pmumonias. War lifts its sword
and backs away the life of whole gener-
&thins. The hospitals of the earth group
into the ear of God their complaint.
Asiatic chc'eras and ship fevers and ty-
phoids and London plagnes make the
world's kuees knock together.
Earthly Suffering
Pain has gone through every street
and up every ladder amid down every
shaft. It is on the wave, on tlw mast,
on the beach. Wounds from clip of ele-
phant's tusk and adderaesting and erre-
°elite's tooth and horde's hoof and
wheel's revolution. We gather up the
infirmities of our parents and tranennt
to our children the inheritance aug-
mented by onr own sicknesses, and they
add to them their own disorders+, to
pasts the inheritanee to other genera-
tions. In A. D. 262 the plague in Herne
smote into the dust 5,000 citizens daily.
In 544, in Conetantinople, 1,000 grave-
diggers were not enough to bury the
dead. In 1813-ophthalmia seized the
whole Prussian army. At tittles the
earth has sweltered with suffering.
Count np the pains of Austerlitz,
where 30,0400 fell; of Fontenoy, where'
100,000 fell; of llhalou When. 300.000
fell; of Marius' fight, in which 290,000
fell; of the tracetely at Herat, where
Genghis Khan massacred 1,600,000 men,
and of Nishsr, whe•re he slew 1,747,000
people; of the 15,000,000 this monster
sacrifIced in 14 years as he went forth
to do as he declared, to exterminate the
entire Chinese nation and make the em-
pire a pasture for cattle
Think of the death throes of the
5,000,000 men sacrificed in ona °em-
panel of Xerxes. Think of the 120,00h
that perished in the siege of Ostend, ot
300,000 dead at Acre, of 1,100,000 dead
in the siege of Jernsaleen, of 1,818,00(
of the dead at Troy, and then complete
the review by eonsideriug the teepee)
dons estimate of Elmund Burkee, that the
lots by war had .bcem 35 times the en
tire then present population of the globe
Go through and examine the lacern
tione, the gunshot fractures, the saber
wound's the gashes of the battleax.
the slain of bombshell and exploded
mine and falling wall and those de
stroyeel under the gnu carriage., and the
hoof of the cavalry horse, the burning
thinds, the cump fevers, the fleece; that
shivered, the trepical suns thnt smote
Adel it up, gather it into one hue, com-
press it ince one wurei, spell it iu One
'syllable, chock it one chain, pour it
out in one great', distill it into one tear
Ave, the world has writhed iti 0,00t
true` WilY doubt P00
eibility of a relate Wilrld of ptitterii4
wiwn We IWO the tortures. I lint him le ei
intlie.ted Iti 'Wet A ilosprtor from swine
topoi, 0,tains am. to the ict ths
rotuiA isiAk to the fortreee cud
udd, "flint plats im it perfect hell,"
meOutseir leuxe"tooritiyiplitietrahaiwviatireigi 41)10117,1mo.
words tee eel ream the el ffereut single* of
trouble, haeu etrewn over their pages
inch words aa "annoyance," "distress, "
"grief," ''bitterneen," "heartache.,"
"mieery," "twinge," "pang," "tor-
'um" "affliction." "anguish," "triter-
latent," "weetteliednerta" "woe." But
I have a glad newel for every fennel,
for every siekrisent, for every
invalid, for eve ry breeken heart. "There
ehell be no more pain." Thank God'
thank Gott!
IterogiellIns.
No malaria* tlicit in the air. No
bruised fuet treads that street. No wea-
ry arm. Nu painful respiration. No
hectic flush. No otie can drink of that
healthy fountain nod keep Inlet hearted
or faint headed. He whine foot touches
that pavement becometh an athlete.
The first kiss of that punaner air will
take the wrinkles trent the old man's
cheek. Amid the niultitude of songsters
not one diseased throat. The first flash
of the throne will scatter the darkness.
of three who were born blind. See, the
lame man leaps as a hart and the dumb
sing. From that bath of infinite delight
we shall step forth, our weariness for-
gotten. Who are thoee radiant ones?
Why, that one had his jaw shot off at
Frederickineurg: that one heat hie eves
in powoer mast; mat one raw ni•
back broken by a fall from the ship's
halyards; that cue died of gaegrene
the hospital. No more pain. Sure
enough, here is Robert Hall, who never
nefore saw a well day, and Edward
Payson, whose body weir ever torn of
distress, and Richard Baxter, who pass
ed through untold physical torture.. All
well. Nu more paiu. Here, tou, are the
Theban legion, a great hoed of 6,666
put to the sword for Christ's sake. No
distortion en their countenance. No
fires to hurt them, or floods to drown
them, or racks to tear them. All well
Here are the Snitch Covenanters, none.
to huut them DOW. The dark Cave and
imprecations of Lori Clacerhouse ex-
changed for temple service, and the
presence of who helped Hugh Lati-
mer out of the fire. All well No more
Pain.
I eel open the doer of heaven mail
there blows ou you this refreshing
breeze. The fountains of God have made
it cool, and the gardens have made it
PNVI•fq. I do not know that Solomon ever
heard on a hot day the ice click in an
ice pitcher, bet he wrote as if he did
when he send, "As cold waren+ to a
thirsty soul, so is good news from a far
country."
Clambering among the Green moun-
tains I was tired and hot and thirety,
and I shall not forget how refreshing it
was when, after awhile, I heard the
brook tumbling over the rocks.
I had tho cup, no (illative, so I got down
on my knees and face to drink. Oh,
ye climbers on the journey, with cut
feet and parched tongues end fevered
temples, listen to thee rumbling of sap-
phire brooks, amid flow, .ed banks, over
golden shelving.. Listen! "The Lamb
which is in the midet of the throne
shall lead them auto living fountains
of water." I do not offer it to you in a
chalice. To take this you mast bend.
Get down on your kneee and on youi
fare, and drink out of this great fnuu-
ain of tiexl•s consolation. "And, lo, I
heard a voice from 'leaven, so the voice
if many waters."
Guar steed Cure,
We authorize our advertieed drug•
gist to sell Dr. Ktrot's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds
upon this condition. If you are at.
flicted with a ( ough, Cold cr any
Lung, Throat or (7heat trouble, and
will use this remedy as directed,
eiving It a fair trial, and experience
.0 bent fit, you may return the bottle
•nd heves your money refued•d. We
eould net Mang this off-r did we not
know that Dr King's New Dliscovery
.ould be relied on. It never diasp-
oninta. Trial bottles free at it. C
gardwick's drug store, Large eis•
50 cents d 1100.
Pay I b cooks made of oomprosesd
y are being experimented with.
HAT CAT.7-777 
---
AN ODD NEW YORK CHARACTER
TALKS OF HIS PROFESSION.
the 11.101214,0 Has Goue to the Doom Meta-
phorically Speaking-la the Good Old
Day. Before the a. P. C. A.--Tbe Pro-
fessor Tells tionteening ot His Methods.
There aro but six profeneional rat
catchers in New York city, hied only
ntetsis., of TtIrse ephraorvemsrie:fiallhairasplgaeoenseotof butshit-.
doge. This statement, while need us a
metaphor, is also a paradox. Am a mat-
ter of fact., the business Mee not gone to
the dogs, but simply declined because!
the state laws against rat baiting are
very severe and are rigidly enforced by
the offieere of the S. P. C. A.
jo the "good old days" there was
money in rat catching. Tire "protean:Fr,"
armed with his lantern and tongs nnd
aocotnpanied by a humble apprentice)
to "hold the bag," would sally forth
and Inake an arrangement with some
restaurant or stable proprietor to relieve
the preuises of a portion of its popula-
tion of rodents at bo much per rat., gen-
erally "10 cents per." An hour later
these same rats would figure in RAM
Center Fltret.t or Bowery pit as objects
af the prowess of some fancy 'sleek and
tan or rough haired terrier, the admir-
ing owner of it cheerfully paying
.-ents oath, or.Ave for i for theme
William A. Reiter, who claims to
be "the original Bill the Rnt Catcher."
a title gained iu 18 4 ars' service with
Harry Jenuiugs. whose memory is kept
green among "the fancy," said, in ttie-
missing the decadence of his profession:
"The business isn't what it used to
be. Then we rriarW otir own terms and
made money at both ends. Then we
dealt with tile people direct. Now we
have got to deal with the agents. If a
flat is overrun with rats, the tenant
threatens to move. Then the agent write.;
en a postal card, rid thiS tint of
rats.' That is mostly daylight work. I
go up to the flat and set my traps aud
keep a-setting them until there isn't
anything to catch."
"Dou't you use ferrets?"
"Yes, I use ferrets in my businese
but uot in tint houses. Don't you know
that a rat kiiled by a ferret is jnst the•
same as a poisoned rat under tho neer
or in the wall? I sell ferrets, but what
good are they? Now, when we clean out
a flat, why, theu, we sell the lady ROI/lo
stuff tii keep them out. It shwa the. work
all right, uuly it drives therm into some
other flat.
"The real art iu this here prefeesion
is night work. It ain't really what yon
would call artistic, but it is inure like
sleight of hand. In the daytime you go
to the piece and go all over the hills
and nail pieces of tin over most of the
holes. A house 14 to the rats just like a
town is to people. There are avenues
and alleys.
"Now, just imagine that some night
a lot of policemen would start from the.
North river and the East river, aituul-
taneouslike, and chase everybody into
Broadway, aed then bet 'em all go-
ing to the Battery. Well, that's the
way we do with rats. We plug up all
the mils of the side streets, you might
say, and get them on to a Broadway.
"We do this by turning several fer-
ret+. lomie tu stir them up. Tbe cellar is
where I want thew. There I am with
my little bullswye lantern and my long
tongs. Tbe rat starts across the floor. I
beer him and flash the lanterns. The
minute the round light spot strikes him
he cornett toa dead standettill. He IleeMP
paralyzed, and he won't move under
nye sevens's. Than is my chances.
"If I want to mare him to try a dog
with, I reach forward. arid with uhy
tongs. grab hinh by the tail. It I +bent
want a live rat—and there ain't ninell
call for them thow—I beuall hie hack
With thic tomes.
"The biggest night's Work fever eintie
wow lobo no. mit w s ilest,, howl
in Washington: When got tinsmith
Imo pm, I fi It like preilsoltig hi the
tenerimielit let rill um wiukrve• reel
dunks& of the ()enmity ut ruts. Now, test
Is all the-to is 10 rat eliteitilig. The wort
flangorous, except when you tackle.
the rate on a ship. When the Spanish
training ship was herr, I toek 1511 rets
off her. They were not like the home
rats we have here. They were idim and
gray, with tails twice ex long as theit
bodies. They Were ItetiVe es 111011keys.
"To give yen an idea. I have. a lit
tle dog that ham killed AO ruts le
nineties. I lent Nor lime. ship rats intl.
a pit with him, awl et the end
minutes he had only' killed 'even, Tee,
did not fight hien, but they eituply kept
out of him way, juitipine over him when
44e'71.1ottlitl,dersuslh. was a-saying, the tine.
Wee when a rnt cetelier had money to
burn. It was a dull night that he didn't
:leer his $25 or $35. Now he can't
make that in a week in the busy Newton,
including what he gets fur trimming
logs' earls selling ferrets and thinga
like that. Whem you have to deal with
real estate agents, you ain't going :.4.1 get
none the best of it "
"Did you ever try the scheme of bell-
ing a rat? They say that will scare all
the other rats away?"
"I only know this: If yore prt a bell
a rat, he will bi foond dead iu the
walls ineide of two days. It is it y be-
lief that the other rats kill him; but,
net, if you ever want to stir up a rat
•olony. catch one old fellow, smear hinh
with phosphorous paste and send him on
his travel's.
"let the winter I N.I1 a great many
live rats to the medical college. They
use them iu experiments. The•re is a big
tannery over in Newark that gives Si
eeuts tweet. for rat hitless The skin
must be perfect, however.
"The least tear wakes It no good, and
it is hardly worth while skimming them,
so many are rejected. They tau the
+kin goft, like kid, and tan it with the
hair on. The. skins are not used to make
kid gloves. They told ine the last time
I took 19 dozen over there that they
were used for lining gloves."—New
York Werbt
The i.e..", Slower.
A traveler in Siberia tens us about t
wotelerful plaut timed in the norther.
part of that country, where the green.
in perpetually exevered with a coating e
froet and snow. It is culled the stew
flower, and the description of its birt1
and ita short life reads like a fairy tale
He says it shoots out of the frozen soil
on the first day of the year and attains
a height of 3 feet, Ou the third day it
blooms, remaining open fur only 94
hours. Then the stem, the leaves an
the. newer are converted into snow—ie
stlier weeds, tee plume goes hack into it.
eriginal elemente
The leaven are three in :umber are
she flower us .tar steepen. Ou the thir
day, the day the bloom appears. huh
elistening !meek,. appear on the extremi
ties of the leaves They are about th
;iv, of the lead of pie stud are th
eerie of the f'. ` e'en
It is said that Nene of these se:ra-
wer° gathered once and taken to St. Pe
tersburg. alert the y were buried iu t
bed of snow. The. first of the fullewitie
year the plant burst forth aud bloomed.
rust as it dues in Siberia—Philadelphie
times.
Vegetable It 4.1mq.
Some experiment's set Cornell univer
-city have aroused much intereet en ac
eonnt of the development id what ap
pears to be a form of plant dropsy
Tomatoes growe in the warm, moist ail
forcieg houses load leaves that
%Vete swollen OfIll seenteripespareut. The
swelling mutinied twill the veins of
the leaves burst mid copsieurable liquid
flowed out. This wax (enlist(' by to.
much water at the ;rots end an over
supply in the air. Thu leaves we re not
able to give off the water impplied (nen,
e he resets Ill.t1 and the swinge-hied
conditiou of the lc neer end subeequent
bursting of the veins was a true type
of a droprieul evetlitiou.—New York
Ledge r. 
_ _
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Moat Perfect /dada
NAN! MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
VED.
Tite additienm to the free list in the
Democratic tariff bill have may.d the
pee-pie of this country many millions
of dollars. The duty on some ot the
articles now placed on th• free list
was prohibitory. Eer exemple, the
duty ou petroleum was so large Rebut
out all foreign competition. Tne tax
ou binding twine wee so large that It
3ave tn theCordaite Trust the monnp
oly of the business and enabled it to
fix its own outregeously htgh price.
Tn. farmers will save a large SU nt
money by the placing of this item
upon the free list.
The tariffduty on hoop and band
iron manefectured hit° tiee was also
nearly prohibitory. The farmers who
grow cotton were heavily Imposed on
by the high prisses they had to pay
for these ties. Ceder the new tariff
law the cotton planters will be re-
lieved of the onerous tax on the iron
tires for their bales.
The wheat growers will be benefit-
led will more. Beeides landing t wine,
burlaps and bags for grain have been
placed upon the free lie', and they
will find that the removal ef this un-
just tax will make their crops of grain
more valuable to them.
Another article which is very nec-
essary for farmers is salt. In 1893 the
tax collected On salt amounted to
$1,302,000. For many years Me fish
packers of the New Fooriand States
have had their salt free f duty, but
tee farmers hare paid the tex on the
riot used by them fir curing pork and
feeding their cattle. Now both stand
on an eq.'s' floting ander tbe new
revenue law of the eeuntry.
Among other benefits of the new
tariff law is the reduction of the twit?
on woolen hate, etiiiiele, hIstotete and
fl omelet. Theme necessaries of life
were enormously taxed under the
robber MoKinley tarifl act. Cheap
foreign tousle, hats, shawls ono
blankets were practically prohibited,
the tsx on them being heavier, ac-
cording to their value, than the tax
on tbe more expensive artic'es et the
same el 
le Pea3 the taxon 11113Ilete valued at
30 oents a pound was • 8-5 oer cent.
Flannels worth on an average of 32
to the welfare and prosperity of
Christian county Oa the otber
hand, have not some of them been the
worse enemies that the property
owners of this mainly ever had? Yet,
they come and ask you, g md cit.sene,
to vote for them. We do not believe
that you care little eue ugh for your
county to do it.
Go to the polls tr-morrow and
stamp the cross mark under the roos-
ter, thereby ehewing that you ate
tired of tire gang that has been tur-
ning the political *filth. of Christian
celerity.
POOR MARKSMANSHIP.
/Iris( Is Doth Army aod Nary Lam Ae-
e•rete Than Formerly.
The training of naval artilleriete hits
in recent years bes.n given a good deal
of attention, and no end of powder and
shot hes been expended in target practice
designed to serve a more telling purpoote
in actual warfare el:mule the oecateon
previa itself. It wonel therefore,
that the floating equipments of....naval
powers of todey inittlit to give good we
.eintite of themselves in point of marks•
ninnehip If called into neficui, thong!' it
lentils! ha pteetimptuotios to tuelertake to
tf•feeilititliew tesults, it, tits,
other hand. Peet liVefielleti Mantle fill
inytiiltig, there wieuld wenn lei have'
weir a 111404 011glins eveiteseey
level ganliivy, avowing %vitt, ot000lt,
sive initirevettients thevel arelliteeture
tied inevel enurement.
It iv is eidilliattel Settle years ago
rote datttfuretehed Icy target practice at
ea Illat a heavy gun must he rinos.harit-
si 50 times to make eine effeetive hit.
the old sineeelibeeree were ereeites1 with
man by the dieeliarge of the
emes weight in shot. hi other weed',
three tens ef peineeler shot wens re•
mired for the purpose.. Acturd PIPTVieW
t. lit With 1110 lent high power Inns,
tOrireVer.-e-gt1110 Weilthiliff It tons—hax
wIteek lee.4 lo or 14 years shown
that it leek nlinut tfl tons of projectiles
cc) avec min pl i the settle thing,
It IN tti froni what
•tatt-tics are WV:Waldo thlt tho intro.
(Welton ef rifled ninskete into the armies,
has had a semiewhat eimilar result. The-
4d time. innekete, it is eai,L killed a
Wall by tiring at hint hie own weight ir
Iced bullets, hut thee mesterei riele. ha the
hands of the aver:egos soldier. so it iehe
been figuriel one dote net effect a fatal
ity mail it has disscharge•el ttviet. tie
men's weight in lead. Both here te
in thaval pheuting, theruf .re, there lire
beers allow!! to be all initentivit decimate!
nn• great( r -kill hied care. %%likelier this
has bee.ii nee in any measure future hos-
tilities enty will tell—Caesiere Maga
eine.
•shkatre" or .tiiseeta."
When I wrs a little boy, my play
mates at a couetry reined in emelt-tot
ern Indiaite wore "skeets" and wen.
"skeeting," thorgh the village ley.
•aid "skate's." I counted "skeet" a cu-
rions corruption. Fancy my surprise at
nifeting ali chid acquaintance. in a far
off land and in strange eompany, when,
long yearn afterwerd, I read the passag.
Evelyu'e "Diary" for the year 16112,
in which he speaks of "haviug meen the
strange and wenderful dexterity of the
sliders On the new canal in St. James'
park, perform's' before their majesties.
by divers gentlemen and others with
scheets after thee manner of the Hon
lender', with what swiftness they passe,
how suddenly they stop iu full carriers'
upon the ice," haul so forth. The eh
' 'scheets" is Dutch, and therefore
sounded like "k."
Pt rya tells of being at St. Jiones•
park on the same " NV ht•ru 1 fir-t
in my life, it being a great froet, did
wee people elle:nig with their skeatee
which is a very teeny art." I here. dis-
oovered that the canntry boys; in the
hills of Craig ten-whip, when they Rale
NV re only IMO or two ceu tnriee-
behind the fashion and were using thi
word as pronounced by Charles aud hi:-
courtiers when they !naught the "very
pretty :et" to Eneland. A New Yorl,
jourual of 1784 eozupleine of the tine
wasted in "skeating" fen Conect peed
Nowhere is; it truer that "all which i•
eartakea of that which was" than it
language.. —Ceiling.
— '
Mrs. Griein, the wife of Dr. W. C'
Gratin. was get a peicelewai house when
.1a. saw her Ittiebeeneee horse come 1 y at
a terrific iret.t€1. with the tattered re
manioc or the hurtles* and buggy hangine
to him. It Is slimes-eel she imagined
some member or Nevant of the fame)
was in the vehicle and Was the victim
of a terrille urcident. as she ft•Il sod
denly in a faiut, gave a gasp or two
and %teem still. Her Inasbend was with
her, and several uf the physienius of the
-By joined lelm In rai attempt to re-
suHitate her, but all to no avail—Car-
teneville (Ga.
Care For Headirlit.
AG a remedy ter all forms • f Head-
ache. Electric Bitters+ has proved to
he the very best. It effects • perms.
nent cure and the most dreaded hes
bites' sick headache' yield to its ins
titmice. We urge all who are ate
tlioted tn procure a bottle, and give
this remedy a fair trial, In cases of
habitue' constipation Electric Bittore
mires by giving the uefeled tope to
the bowel., and few cm, long resist
the use of this meelnine. Trv It one..
Lire, bottle. only Fifty cents at It
C. Hardwick's drug store.
The best evid•noe goes to show
Nat the prytnitis of Egypt were royal
sepulcheis.
NO PROOF OF DEATH.
Cori.,ais Act'  Crou:sig 17.it ef the
:401.csuseu Work' Lxpic.r.ou.
A curlicue action :trilling out of a re-
markable accident at the thelhausen
Chemical works is about to occupy the
fireman courts. It will be remembered
that Conrad Wuchner entered the works
with a lantexu at 5:30 a ID.. and that
an explossion occurred almost
followed tit the Intretiug ef tile acie.
tanks. Nothing lees 1•Illen been Well of
the nian, not even it shred ef his cloth-
ing or a fragment of bis body. Wueh-
ner's life was iusured, and Gus
claiins the amount of thee polic.-y, bat the
company tits-linos t.) pay en the ground
that there tyl no proef of death.
The chemical aualysis in the floede.
works after the exploeitia reVealei
traees of animal matter, such tie elieeolv
eel bone, but the insurance cermenery de
elite /4 tO aceept Neil a nor. I priest oi
death became., among other things, tie
analyst cannot swear that the liquefies
boue was the bone of a hirean leen'
The unhappy widow wae net eempeilee
to pay the expenses: of the tanteral, be
in every other respect hhe is a mut
hardly used woman, imil th• et is inne
public sympathy fur her, which is tali
ing the form of sulescripn ces to hel,
her fight the insurance compeny.—Ller
lia Letter.
- - - -- -
The Pumptia's Hours Tor Crowing.
A. P. Anderson, a Kr:Wee:eh leaden'
in the department of 'botany at the stat
university, has just completed wpm
novel and very interesting investiga
hone as to the growth of plants. In thi
series of experiim use Mr. Andeneue ha
been studying the growth esf the pump
kin aud its vale, making use of his nee
electrical &vies for uheusurine plan
growth.
The interestine fact is revealed tha
the pumpkin itself does nisei of it
growing after 7 Weisel In this eveniu;
and diminishes its; ateivity Ite the sn:
rises and begins to vet upon the leave:
From 9 o'clock in the morning until.:
o'cloek in the after-mein the weight t
the fruit diminishes+, ectviug to the ("rape
retion of water from the loaves of lb
plant The general results show tha
when the fruit grows must the via
grows least, and vice versa.
The emus° of theses experiments Ice
been watched with great MO rest by th
botanical department, as they cover ;
part of the science as yet very lin!
kuown. —Minneapolis Timor.
---------
A LAt•DLUZEIER fetr PRISED.
cruirlinese of Eritish Ta•ts In Clearing •
liattleehip Ent Acti..a.
To watch a ship's crew in the mos
exciting moment if clearing for ae
tion is to realize* the nine of elisei
pline in its most 7,erfeet tlevelopraere
—the result of ' he cent:taut practio
that gives faultless+ prevision. It i
the habit of 'eligible captain's to ae
eemble their crews at general (mai
tors many Hines during the pono
maneuvers in ortler that they
grow ac,..aistoined to their dutiee ant
• abor.t tiwnt without eonfiesioe
whether the alarei enures in bron•
laylight or in the elarknese of night
Such, indeed. is the ore:snare- ro.
tine of a 1e:tile:ship, and on it he
safety tuay at any moment 'leper
if things should go veroog in stoa.
t.te!tice as in a et ion . he‘never hugli
tou.nd the ar.il the We'll's nia;
pipes shrill echoes. the mea. whe-.
ever they may lee vheiber on vents..
cr aseleep iii hammock* asecinhle
the ir alloted poste with untrveleic
eelertty. Thero is a momentar
trampling of feet I, etween dceks.
rattle. ,f arms and then Admire
proforma that tiny word of coalman
van be disetinetly liesird fore and ni
along the ilerk urea of emit slit
lia the. Iteltilltet,
At tho wurtis, "clone for iletion,
there la it eoninnition which it Wild
man iniatalte for A liana, i:
men midi from IP lint to .
bluejaeket never walks wlie:i an u
doe if. given, Ind de everythitip
the double. Every one know* It
*Lotion and poen to it Iv the quiteke.
anti shortest way. With a ripieli;
that &seam %voltam. f ul, renulintite-
ladders, with their ponelernee min•
wept, are unshipisel and Mow(
away, railings avowal the luN dee..
fore and tuft art. lowervel, the vont.
csItvlse mid eh itliney emeks eli
appear tu be replaced by eove. 11,111Ut
With the deck, hatches lire bottom
down, water tight doors cleised all
tackle rigged I% lioisetitg amnion.
tion from the magazine. Betwoui
decks everywhere something of th,
tame kind is being done as quick17
old ate quietly, and then the mei
tand to their guns. When the bugle
.ounel for firing to commence, th,
rrent beirbette turntables revolve
lonly, trained hy rineeen power.
Ind the quirk firing guns in mah
leok txtttcries are worked with snr
misting eelerity by detachments o
loyal Marine artillery.
At a prize shooting recently a de
trehment fired 15 shots in three mir.
ties free', one ef the Repulee gum
+coring nine direct hits anti plantin:
ill the other seven -hots+ las3 (1050 t
he target that they would have
Hod the hull of a very smull
Fhe weventeenth round Wilst ill
run when the "cease fire" soundest':
40 that- one gunner, who vole load
ing, must have Ethel 17%700 pound
in three minutes. This ineelent give
a vivid idea of the work that woule
have to be done in notion by erects
of these quick thine guns as v.-e•
as of lee smartness+ with v.-hich th
'Blue Marinees•• set nbout their tresks
Fire diecipline will let a potent facto
inntny future hitt:eat Ken. antl titer.
ean he no bee ter rnenne of nereeirnst
it than by sneh ex:Tense n one ha
euen at general querterst durine tl•
manenvers.—(•i Le M News.
A Morphine t-icsa.
A well tlressed, haergarel man
ciaking all over as if he were nle hut
to fell tie 'Melee StIVZI.Teri'd ult., I
drug store on Tenth avenue not fa.
freem Twenty-third strwt and threw
a Vs° note on the counter.
"Give trio a dose, quick," be. 'said.
"and take your hill 'int of that."
The druggist mixed him a door
tluit vieibly revived him and pack-
eel up some stuff or other for him to
carry away. Ho returned him also I:
fleet dollars as change for hie half een
fury. :eel when he had departed ro-
marked:
"That is my champion morphine
fiend. He is is dolor, but does not
prnetiee. He lives around on Twenty-
third SI POO and has an allowance of
$150 tnonth fr en hits father, whe•
is a wealthy (lector in Brooklyn
More than half of this he spends for
morphine. Ile pays cash while his
money lasts, and then I have to trust
him till his month •s allowance° outnee
round. If I didn't, he'd go crayy
flow old would you take him tobe?'
"About 40."
"He isn't 23, anti hell never see
Vi."—New York itoeurder.
The Ooesucut Imperial Faintly.
The following ineident is related
of the happy home life of the Ger-
man imperial family. A short time
ago a magnifbeent dreess with a long
train wItrt shown to the Emperor
whieli it was suggested he
should buy for the empri.es. "Im-
possible," he replittl. "The train
would get torn to picees in no titne,
for my wife always has three or
four youngsters clinging to her
gowns. "—Berlin Letter.
•••• •••••••
FATHER a LITERARY MAN
- - • ---
Not That Ile Hod Written. Anything. bat
It Would Look Well to as Obituary.
"1 am exeeeelingly sorry to disturb
yon at such a•time and upon inch an
errand:. remarked the reperter as thee
front door was °petrol in response to his
ring, "but I have been sent to see if mi
you would noe kindly fnruish me with • rt Bullitt Sues
some facts legal-eine Mr. Meek. We For a Divorce Prom
wieh them for an obituary."
"tnertainlys" responned the woman. Her Husband.
Then she tented and called out
"Mamie. Mamie, here's a repoital..
COMO ilOWII ned tell him what an hon-
est man your iether was."
There seemed tic le. not hing of enema'
intense in Me. Blankne history until tbe
reporter mewled tee :suture of Mr
Blank's busierse.
"He was a literr.ry man," replied the
woman.
"Indeed! What did be write?"
"Well, I reelly—I really don't thin!
he ever wrote any hooka."
"Newspaper man?"
"No, " ernarked the woman, "but Li.
father was. My grandfzuns was editoi
of the Sunk.: Bugle Note. You probe
bly know the paper?"
"May I reek what your father did as 1
literary man? Did he edit or reviee ain
publications? Was he conneetea win
any trade paper—alleall—I yOU.
pardon—directory or guide'?"
''No," laid the wormer, earnestly.
By tine time the reporter was not m
little perplexed. "Really," lie said aft
er a patine, "I should like to make in•
report complete. ('an you not more
specific regarding your fatber's
work?"
thei truth is," respoudol th
wiennu. "he Wee engaged by Galley I
Form, publishers of the 'Compeediul
if Universal Knowledge.' He eras thei
sole agtut in Connecticut told Fold 10.
100 teste last searenter commies-mu. 0
`OPThe yeu Divehi t Kay iwytionst atiOtt
:hat. Just pat him down as a linear
elan. It will be perfectly xatisfactery
:o the family; "—New York IltruleL
FROM TRIFLING CIRCUPAGTANCeS.
Indicatior• In the Doy's Life Thal Prov.
ProAietie of His raters.
Carlyle says that you can tell bow :
man world de anything from the tva
be sings. flowerer this may be, it ie
certainly true In Live oats cut of teh
that you cau lel] what sort of a man the
boy will make from treeing him at play
wheu obliged to stay induors without a
companion. Lord (then plain William
Armstrong, the famous engineer, was t
delicate boy,. suet one winter, when C
'care old wise coufined to the house for
months. To amuse hinted? be set several
old spirtring vs heels in motion bs
weights descludingon strings from tee
to bottom of the house over the staircase-
railing.
Friends am, relatives brought mechan-
icul toys for i the lithe prisoner, wbict
be at once ptilicd to pieces. It was not
eatisfactory tie Lim to eue "Jack" jinni
ap in the 'ibex" when the lid was-
raised. He Senile' know what madi
'Jack" spring up.
One day, While fishing near a rust'.
mill, the water wheel attratteri his at
teution, lecause it was fed by a ril,
above which de wended fmni a height 0
warly 100 fete. Seeing teat ouly 20 fee;
ef the descent was utilized, be porieleree.
.be question, -Why not nee the win&
lesoent of the stream ite neetive pen
in" A swinging lamp in a clinrc sng
:ested to tialilei the pendulum RA .
menus of measuriug time. and Arm
etring saw in the desoeuding rill pow
for a hydraulic crane. He in•euted one.
and it attracted the attentioo of leadini
engineers.
Lord Armstrong's name is now, r
most of our Heelers knew, irleetifles
with huge rifled cannon, the Reunites.
Cure ef large pronvtile. and the linild
mg of mighty vessels of was. tetteesitlisi
knit reset,
Mullitelipallea bf lee Ts-poetises,.
"The eeeitalhe man sill not wrii
featly see etneh Ra the' ut this age,
.aiii epubm.iir Chub,.
Nitiladelpliba at elle Sormaiiiiie, "etc
fel It must not he Mitered IMO the
if penitiatiship is going tee drop into et,
ly deseuetuele. The ehereper type% ritet
become the hve ehiregrephy cher., Wii
be. Professional men of any standini
randy do any writing new, save perhap
to indite their own eignaturea. lu news
paper °Mena throe-foal-tits of the repor
toilet staff compose thee? ',stories' ot
innehintes and hot ei Te'W Ilia mon
dignified editors have leering! to pen
the keys, Hendwritiug will linger
great deal longer in the country un.
r towus thou in the big caws.
for the MIMS mem that the candle ane
kerosene lamp linger longeot ties fur
wer "—A'ashingtoe Poet.
• Illessroom ran.
James Payn recalls in a certain mew
room the oonversation after dinner t urn
ing upon a Captain Mosely the retch
ment, who bad the gift cf prophecy.
though it mast be oonfecred it wa
mainly limited to sporting events. st
guest, who bad drunk quite as much
chatnpange as was geed for him, ex
premed incredulity to his next neighbor.
who, with a moot courteous bow, ob-
served, "Well, that is an opinion I car
hardly detects; with impartiality, be,
cause I am Moseley." "I do nut doubt
that at all," was the unexpected rejoin
der, "but are yeti tensely rightl."—Sai,
Francisco Argon at.
Tim Sleep illarsos.
When the 'home sleeps', it is said that
one ear is diteeud forward., why is not
known. A writ( r in The English Me
(Manic thinks this is to guard agents
danger, being a survival of their urigi
pally wild hetet*. He says: "Watch :
horse asleep through the window of hi•
stable athil make a faint Dense to the
front. That ear will be all attention.
and probably the other will fly rourei
sharply to awist. Now let him t
sleep again and make the same nob.
to the left. The ferwarl ear still wi!
keep guard,, wit teesibly light/lill;
flick rouiel,ionly to rebawe iis forum,
position. ''
.
PLATT'S HEALTH PRESERVER.
_
_
As Es pia...tibia Offered as to Wity Ho Is
So Interested In Pulttinal Matter*.
There is au impreselon at the Fifth
Avenne hotel that Mr. Platt is really
in politics for his health, despite the ate
sertione of his enemies tee the contrary.
'De attachee of the. hotel and the oldest
bearders loot upon Mr. Platt with con-
siderable interest. It is not the abode
of poetry or mysticism, and the severe-
ly practical Inhabitants of the big struc-
ture have wondered for many years why
is was that Mr. Platt, who has a lucre.
'lye and paying job down town, insist-
ed °pica working from ; o'clock every
eight uutil o'clock tie. next uheruing
with unrenutting earnestness in the
fielei of politics. It is perfectly well
known that be does not make any mon-
ey out of it, and he ewes not want eine.
himself.
Now, it bi claimed, the enigma haft
been solved, for it is noted that ae eleo-
tion day approaches the sparkle returne
to Mr. Platl's eye, he is not as stoop
slperienhe Was a few niotalis nfilo
a far faster pace than formerly. This
sloe: Hot nidiente that .Nie. Platt is a
by at least l'el degrees+, awl be moves at
ter by any Illeallft, but he
exhibits a Marrelous increase of speed
ouhstelerhig! his uniform reluctance to
bieta120,01uti! one movemeut daring the off
Eveu his manner of speaking
biisk ahd decisive nowadaye It is
said that he invariably puts on from s
to IS pounds of weight during the six
weeka preceding every election, and
that if it were not for this excitement
he would long since have oollapeed
This is probably an exaggeration, but it
is certaiu that the Republican boss de-
creases the number of his yoalli, as far
as •ppearauce is concerned. believer
enectiou day appruachea—New Yore
Sun.
• —
The oldest and biggeat carving
fork in the._ vre..wlel is kept...in the old
caetie of l'ati. iu France. It wax the
property of King Henry of Navarre.
MAKES SENSA-
TIONAL COES,
rs Cuthbe
Alleges That He Obtained Mar-
riage With Her By Fraud
and Misrepresen•
tations.
Cruelty, False iceuseU•eit aad Fall.
ore to Provide Also Mentloaed
In the Petition.
Special to litc WIlb
Louisville, Ky., Nov. —The dq.
mettle differences of Mrs. M. E. F.
Bullitt sod her husband, Col. Cuth-
bert Bullitt, of this city, were brought
to a point Saturday afternoon when
Mra. Bollit4 inatitatod *Mt for di-
vorce. Their unhappy relations
have been known, and therefore thir
tiling of the petition woe oot a great
surprise. Some of the charges in the
petition are seneationaL She charge*
tbat he has such an outrageous
temper as indicates dauger to her life
or great bodily Injury from her re-
maining with him; that be has as-
saulted ber and abused her in the
most uuseeming manner, and has
threatened to do her personal Injury
and threatened her life on various
and diver" accaviona. She rays that
she not being in like fault or any
[suit whatever. tbe defendant bias
obtained a marriage with her by
fraud and mierepresentatior that he
has wholly and nueriy failed to pro-
vide shuttling whatever tor her or his
support during all the time sine: the
data of their marriage until tbe prep-
ent time; that at various and divers
times awl dates tbe defendant has
teen guilty of making tb•
manly, unseemly, •iolent and un-
truthful accusations against the char-
acter of the plaintifl.
Wherefore the plaiutiff erases tudg-
ment divorcing her from the bonds of
matrimony with Use defendant, and
she prays for her costs herein and for
all proper, equitable and general re-
lief.
Tbe suit was filed OD be isecood
sonivereary of their marriage two
years ago. Col. Builitt and the plain-
tiff entered into a marriage contract,
whereby be was not to receive any of
ber property lin the event of hor
death. Thie*a• done to satisfy bar
children whel were opposed to the
match.
The friends of both regret deeply
that the differences could not be set-
tled. The Colonel is one of the few
remaining "gentlemen of the old
ochool," and occupies a bleb axial
position, whil• Mrs. Bul Int is equally
well known. arid is a woman of mune
wealth. She is many years you ogee
than Col. Builitt.
THE CZAR DEAD.
He Breathed His Last Yes-
terday Afternoon.
iitstioina vS III Lose No Time la
Derlaring H Innis!? the
Nes tsar.
END OF AN UNHAPPY LIFE.
*Pedal to tile Ire's.%
Lived's, Nov. 1.—Alezander III ,
Cast' of all the Russia., died yesterday
atterooen.
He will be sueeeeded on the throttle
by his eon, the Grand Duke Nichols*,
who will probably mistime the title of
Nicholas II.
The late Caw bed extraordinary
physical etreogth. Onoe, when at-
tacked with a dirk, he pinned his ae-
salient to the grouod and held bine
until the guard came. At another
time be twisted a small ooin into a
corkeerew and threw it at the feet of
an atteoda n , th reaten I ng to serve him
as be had eerved the metal tin iess be
walked in the straight and narrow
path.
Personally, like so many of the Flo-
meneffs, he was very handeome.
Originally he bad • kind and rather
laughing face, but the dangers DOC -
itantly beoetting bins implanted pon
his feature" an expreasiou so stern
and determined it often was mistaken
by thooe who first saw him for the
mark of nature inherently cruel and
implacable.
His rule waa stern enough, and
showed anything but a tendency tee
truckle to hismorderousenemies. He
revoked many of the liberal plane in-
augurated by his father, made the
ourvelliarioe of the press more rigid
and the WWI reversing the univerel-
ties stricter.
It is a gloomy record, that of the
Romanofle. No wonder there is said
to be a taint of hereditary madnees
their blood. Alexis, the son of Peter
the (treat, wee kilied by his own
father. Peter IL was the victim of a
police conspiracy, as was the Em
prees Anna. Ellis•beth was poieon
Peter III. was strangled. Catherin•
broke the bloody record by dying a
natural death at an advanced ago.
l'aul 1. was strangled, and A lexaader
I., his successor, was poisoned. NMI*.
olas I. committed suicide, and thst
brings the list down to Alexander II.,
whose terrible taking cff by an Anal.-
ohist we' shocking.
Prior to his secession to the tbron•
but little was known by the general
public outside of Russia concerning
the Czar who has just pooped away.
The Czarina, who was boru in le47,
and is therefore two years younger
than the Czar, shows tree.' in her
face of the anxiety aod almost 000-
aunt terror in which she has lived
since her husband mounted tb•
thrnne. Her erection for bet hus-
band and children always was very
strong, and nothing but the unoom-
mon eourage which is universally
admitted she possesses has enabled
ber to bear the strain of anxiety for
their safety as well as she has. The
Czarina has been from the Bret day of
their marriage the moot devoted of
Ives sod mothers.
There •re four chlidren—Dloholoa
A I exandrovi tab, w ho now beeomes the
Czar, born May 18, 1888; Grand Dog
George, here May 9, 1871; Grand
Niches@ Xeni•, wife of Grand Duk•
Alexander, born April 8, 1876; Grand
Duke Michael, boru Dee. 4. 1/179, and
Grand Duchess Olga, ieorn [Jane 33
18s le
The DOW Csir, DOW ID his 27th year,
lived much in easoluston.until his re-
cent trip around the world, when a
meaniaglises attempt to:kill him woo
made by a petni-lunatie in Japan. He
lo not strong physically and hasi Rot
' manifested et rik lug mental gam
et`e
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f HE NEW ERA.
LOPRZD 1T-
1.. f re Prom me tine Pvaiislaing Co,
IWILNITUalt WOOD, President.
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!paying a part of the expenses olf theFederal Government by means of an
!amine tax. The benetielaries of the
McKinley taritt poured out vast sums
of money into the hands of their poli-
ties' agents. Seltieh oftice-petikere
who had been dig.' plated got even
by wreaking their mantle on party
nominees. Then in New York there
was an outbreak of the tioarrel be-
tweeu Mr. Cleveland and the local
Democratic bosses, aud there were
also damagitg discioeures ef great
corruption in the municipal govern-
ment which aroused the indignation
of the good people of New York.
Bickering@ and unseemly wrangles
in many congressional districts
oontributed to the defeat of
many of the party normiuees.
The party, however, has lost noth-
ing that it cannot regain, with its re-
vived powers in 1896. Democrats will
suite, subordinate minor difference.)
of opinion, crush individual jealous-
ies and agree upon a good and pop
Orr policy and stand together in
solid phylanx.
HOW THE PANIC AFFECTED RAIL-
ROADS.
The following interesting facts in
regard to the disastrous effects of the
panic on the rail ways of t his country,
taken from a statement prepared by
Watson and G.tt ton, brokers, of New
Yore-, are of much interest: The ef-
fect of the panic was to precipitate
oue-third of our railway mileage into
bankruptcy. Tue larger number of
corporations covering this mileage
were weak before the crisis came and
many of them had before been in
etraights, ouch, for example, as
Northern Pacific, Reading,: Erie,
Richmond Terminal, Atchison, etc.
The great substantial lines, like
Northwest, Bt. Paul, Rock Island,
L‘ksahore, New York Central, Penn-
sylvania, Lackawanna, Delaware and
Hudson, etc., suffired reduced in-
comes, but were in no danger of
bankruptcy.
The fact Is that, aside from the op-
eration of special cause. of the panic
on the railroad business, whicb
meant only a reduced volume ot
traffic., the railroads have been suf-
fering for years from a downward
tendency in ratee, partly due to fool-
ish competition among their aggres-
sive but injudicious managers and
partly to hostile legislation and
orders (of State •ed national com-
missions. This process bas evident-
ly about ran its course. The point of
exhaustion of the operation of the
two forces-competition and legisla-
tioc-has manifestly been reached, so
that with a renewal of business, a
cessation or rate cutting, If not, in-
deed, an improvement in rates may
be looked for.
The fact that ;many great railroad
systems are in the hands if receiver.,
and that there has been no corre-
sponding collapse in the other
branches of industry, must be ob-
served and Must temper the future
legislative treatment of railroad pro-
perty which . hitherto has been ea-
saultexl as if it were a proper subject
for spoliation by the State.
The change that eentiment is now
undergoing may be indicated by the
fact that the Inters tateCommission
and all the State railway commis-
sions except one (Minnesota), unite
in recommending Congress to pass
the -.Patterson) bill to permit pooling
by railroads. English roads are still
operating under the arbitration act of
188e, under which the decisions of ar-
bitrators as to the agreements be-
tween railroads may be enforced in
the courts.
With American freight rates by all
odds the lowest in the world, and
with an improving feeling as to the
rights of the roads to charge living
rates and to agree themselvee, there
is reason to hops for better fortunes
to the railroad business. As far as
actual collapse on a large scale is
concerned, the railroad business of
this country has felt the effects of the
panel more keenly than any other
kind of business. There has been no
corresponding beeakdown ia real es-
tate, manufacturing or merchandis-
ing. Profits may have disappeared
and business may have shrunken,
but there has been no collapse in
them departments.
The railroads register the low-water
mark of the crisis, and, therefore, the
room for a rebound ,there is greater
than elsewbere. It, nader the ad-
verse conditions that have beset the
railrosus, many of them continue to
earn 4 or five per cent on their stocks
when mosey is a drug in the loan
meeker, and trade dull, it argues well
for the earnings under the happier
conditions that are bound to prevail
CHICAGO'S REMARKABLE
GROWTH.
The total male registration I.
sago this year is 313 376, and the reg-
registration is 309,031. L'pon the
Midis of one voter to Doyen of the pop-
ulation this would give Chicago 26,-
000 more inhabitants than New York.
After every explanation that can be
made of this showing, the fact is-
Mau. that Chicago has beaten New
York in the contempt fur first rank in
voters and population. That Chicago
has achieved this result by commit-
dating the territory and population
that naturally belong to tier does not
detract from her credit. That the
greater Chicago is bigger than the
smaller New York is a reflection upon
New York's sagacity, public spirit
and enterprise, not a reflection upon
the methods of the mighty metropolis
of the West.
Chicago has an area of 182 square
miles, while the technical New York
has less than 40 square miles. The
Western city is 24 miles long north
and south and 10 5 miles wide at the
broadest part. Its increase in popu-
lation le without a parallel in the his-
tory of the world. Ills the greatest
trteraph In the annals even of Amer-
ican growth, energy and enterprise.
The city was a were trading post 83
year. ago. Its charter is dated March
4.1837, when the population was 4,-
170. of whom only 703 were voters. In
1840 toe population had increased to
4,470, In 1850 to 29,963, in 1880 to 112,-
172, in 1870 to 298,977, in 1880 to 5e3,-
186, and in 18')Lo1,099,O Upon the
basis of this year's registration (be
newspap•rs of Chicago claim • popu-
lation of 2,175,732
This is indeed a marvelous show-
ing. It i• one of whish Americans
have reasons to be proud, even as they
were proud of that greatest and most
beau' fu I of Chicago'. achievements,
the WhiteC10711‘ the World's Fair.
TUESBA T'SIDEFEAT.
Elections in the off years always
brims troutie to the party which has
won in the Presideutial year. In-
ternal diecords over the distribution
of the offices have not had time to
heal. Dowtatisfaetion always reigns
with those {movie who have not learn-
ed better thso to expect miracles of
prosperity from the operations of the
Federal Government. This is an off
year when such consequences are ex•
tended and iiitensified. It would not
have proved • lowered Demeeralic
vitality If the losses had been much
greater. Fickle and Ignorant people
Were affeetad by the cry of dema-
gogues that the party in power was
responsible for the business troubles
brought about by the reckless extra-
vagance and pr' tl ,gsey f the Har-
Deo° administration. Many unreas-
onable Democrats were not satisfied
with the 'iterate reforms of the new
Partfi• The rich claws, objected to
OWENS
LEADS BY 63 VOTES.
Seeentit District Comet Filially Com-
pleted.
Poecisl to the New Era.
Lexington, Ky., N v. S.-The offi-
cial majorities im the Seventh dm riot,
by ootintites, are as l0110WII:
FOR OWENS.
Owen 
 
453
Franklin 4Sti
geott 5:zn
Oldharn 230
FOR DENNY.
Henry. 
 
29
Woodford 
 
kiT
Fayette. 1066
Bourbon 
 
422
This gives Owens a majority of
sixty-three votes. Benson precinct,
in Franklin county, is contested, If
thrown out it will reduce Owens' ma-
jority in Franklin county thirty-two
votes.
Dash& Breckinridge and James Car-
roll, county committeemen, are ID
class consultation with Denny in the
latter's office. Denny will not con-
cede his defeat, but is preparing to
contest. Col. Breckinridge'i steno
grapher is doing bi• typewriting.
TITSDAY'S Lift 11B::
Republicans Make Great Cairns
Throughout the North.
Vi RDICT OF 1802 REVERSE.%
New York . Gives riorton 130,000
P.urality, Weile Tammany lias
Not a `.3trongho:ci Left.
_
THEY REGAIN THi NATiONae HOLYSZ
Deinocrnts Have an Occasional 41.tAls Herr
good There For Encourtigeosent
!tenth Seem, to 113se Ilt..1k41111Y4•41 lutArt.
Wh.le Dud.' ProLably Ingrate Estee tor
Governor or t nprecedeeited
Kepubliran Majorities in Ohio, tuition.
and Illinois Populist Vote Show• a Mg
increase in Many l'Inees.
NICW Yinue. Nov. 7.-The elections
have resulted ia a great Republican
sweep. In New NOik Mr. Morton is
elected goveruur by more than 125,000
plurality. The Republicaus have a
largo majority in the assembly, and as
the senate hi already Republican, they
will have a good working majority oe
Joint ballot. The Republicans in this
state have also gained largely in then
ciongreesional delegation, nut more thee
Ave or six Deruccrets at most batwing
been elected.
In the city of New York Senator Hill
has the astonishingly smell plurality 01
3,0e0, while in Kings county Mr. Mier
tem has reversed the plurality of Heteee
given to Mr. Flower. and had put that
pittrahty to his own credit, !reeking
Republican gain of ez,000. The euttre
R.epublictui meal ticket if elected le
Kings. The entire anti-Tammany ticket.
with Mr. Strung at its head, is eleeleil
by majorities ra tieing from 30.0e0 to 50,
WO, cheese for Mr. Strong and Mr. litni
reaching tile highest figure.
The new home of representatives will
contain a Republican nikonty. norm-
ef the old members debate t are Mr
Wilson, the author of the uew ce.e
braved Wilson bill, mei Mr. Spriager
humeri. Chairman Wilson goes drawl
with an adverse plurality eatinetted
Republicans at not less tium 1,000. lie
lOst in all um countiee, sad it is sae
teat the agricultural districts will *wet
the sidemen, vote.
In Colonel Breckinridge's ornigres
sional district iii Kentucky, Owerm, thi
man who beat Breekturelge after a see
sattenal canipergii. is said to have bee.
beaten by from 1.0o1) to 2,000. Breek
airidg treaueuery us emit to nay.
ea
In Cleveiand, Tom Johnsou, the great
free trader, who eendurted a 'ening tetit
campaign from ward to ward and (tree'
LO his meetings, is defeated.
according to his own estimate. Crum
4,01e) to 5.000.
Every indication points to a solid Re
publican cougreesional delegation from
Michigan, where I iovernor Rich us re-
elected by at least 30,000.
Kansas Republicans elected Edmund
N. Morrill governor over Lorenzo D.
Lleweihng, the Populist Present iumuu-
beut.
Charles H. Sheldon, Republican, was
re-elected governor of South Dakota.
The Populism are said to have polled
25,000 votes.
ieorgia sends a solid Democratic del-
egation to te ogress. Tom Wanton. Pop-
ulist, is defeated by about S,u00 ma
iority.
Alabama also sends a solid Democratic.
delegation to cengriets.
Connecticut is Republican by from
5,000 to 10,1100 and the cougreestoum
delegation u• ?solidly Republican.
Detaware is probably Republican.
ilocting 'a Republoeiu legislature aud
governor.
limiting' goes Republican. Illinois and
Wismasiu Mao return to the Republican
fold.
The Tilimanitee swept everything be-
fore them in South Cart/hum Tillman
will go to the United States senate, mid
the vougreesioaal delegotem wet be
solidly Democratic.
lows Republicans eke -'ed their entire
state ticket by 5o,Olet pint amity, with the
exception of two judges of tile supreme
euurt. The Democrats saved one of elte
11 cougressinieu.
Blood-to-the-Bridles Waite, the Pi ipu-
List governor of I Oiorado, who we. il
esudiseue for re-else-tem. aim I
anner a eitipubleetil plurality of ei
the vote was heavy aud the woute..
;calk a large end active part.
In Nebraska the Republicans eleettd
Majors, for governor, over Holcomb,
Popubst and Democrat, and four of the
six congreeettion, tile other two being
elected by the Populist-Democrat fusions
The Repuleicaus init small ginu.
throunhout the state.
iii Iliunesota the Republiciens re-
elected tetoveruur Kliute Ne.suai, but by
a greatly decreased majority. Owen, the
Populist modulate, making unexpecteei
gains. The remainder of the state ticket
is split an, each party electing a part of
it. The Republicans elected tour of the
seven evogreasnieu, the Democrats two
and the Ptipulists one.
Louisiana has probably sent a solid
Democratic delegation lo congress, the
pLimers' bolt having failed in the effete
to carry the state for the Republicans+.
To the race issue they attribute their
defeat.
Probably the most sensational Dews
of the whole eiectiou is that Teunemeei
has gone Republican by from eeuter
10e50, thus breaking hie solid south.
Chairman Carroll of the Deueotzatie
state committee at midnight consider,t
that Governor Turney, caedidate for re
electiou. was beaten. The legislature
It probably Democratic, thus insuring
the re-eleotion of Senator Harris.
- Whoa Others Fail
Hood's Zarsaparilla builds up the
shattered system by giving vigorous
action to the digestive organs, creat-
ing an appetite and purifying lb.
blood. It is prepared by modern
methode, possesses the greatest cura-
tive power., and has the most won-
derful record of actual cure. of any
medleine in existenoe. Take only
Hood's.
Hood's Pills are purely vegetable,
and do not purge, pain or gripe. 26e.
Thelloutor Turns
Up His Toosto
Tho Dal:les.
1):::::ats, Aft: I
Viryllgiati Nth-
Zvi
Gone Down in Defeat
Before the Well-
Marshalled Co-
horts of their
Old-Time
Enemy.
Republicanism Triumphs
But By Majorities
Greatly Smaller
Than Ever Be-
fore Seen in
Christian
County.
Aud the Reduction is not Due
to Any Figure Cut by the
Equal Rights Candi-
dates, But Valiant
Work By Deni
ocrats.
THE FULL TICKET ELECTED.
 7•••
POOR BIRD.
The agony is over!!!
We have met the enemy—and we
are theirs.
We fought well, but it was n. g -
they fought better.
The rooster had some bronchial
trouble, and did not crow yesterday.
We greatly reduced their old-time
majority, but there's little commis-
tiou In that-they get the
Tbe Democrats, however, are not
very badly disappointed, as those
hest informed as to the situation,
were prepared for defeat. Blessed is
he that expecteth little.
Republicans just beat the world
when it conies to voting-as you have
probably noticed.
Instead of putting a creeks under
the rooster, as we have been advising
you to do, you can just put one over
him to mark the 'pot where he lies
buried,-having been cruelly and
brutally killed by the eagle,-but it
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took the king the of feathered tribe
up" that grand old D enocratia bird,
--and even then he tieel very wooed),
-lie was not knocked out in one
Mind.
Toes-lay afternoon when th.
closed the result of the election
was felt by tachh parties to be in
doubt, and not until who- a late hour
!bet night did the R•publican csudi-
.1 %tee begin to feet easy. Although
they are elected, they are not much
disposed to crow over their victory,
re their nuejorities were so mid
smaller than they have been for thir-
ty years-that is when they hay.
elected a whnee county ticket. li
will he even by the table that WO give
het Mr. J•ihu P. Protease received the
largest tur.j irity of any man on hi-
ticket, showiug him to he exceeding-
ly popular with the voters of the
county. Mr Otho Anderson, also re
eeived a DE j irity that was bight)
.eirupdinentery to him, and indicates
that the public has confi truce in his
tbility to fl 1 the Mee of county at-
torney as it should be tilled. Al-
thoueh Mr. Anderson is a young
min, he is • dose student of his pro-
fessioe, aid we believe that be w.I
melte the county a good Milo tr, -even
if he did beat one if the best teeu
(hit hue fi.led an 30 is this county
for years.
li will be noticed that the D
orate greatly retitle. d the m•jerIty of
the Repubticaus in the four Hopkins-
vii s precinct,. But then that we.
only :natural, as the ;wept. of Hop-
kinoville knew the Democratic) eau.
Misted will, and knew that each and
and e•ety ou• deeerved eleJtion.
Too much can not be said In praise
of the Democrats at Elwaids'
Pembroke, ti irdoneeritle, Howell and
tirecey, where rogjentles were given
in lair favor, or the Republican ma-
jorities greatly reduced. The)
worked faithfully from the time the
pm Is opened until they closed-ad did
he Democrat's at Brent'• S iop and
'Cho campaign was well managed by
the D. mocrate, nothing being done
that ought not to have been done, and
nothing being left undone that ought
to have been done. Tue ticket from
top to bottom was • good one, com-
posed of men who are upright, hon-
orable. and In every way worthy and
capable of peiviug the people of the
county; aud with intelligent voters
in the place of the uegroes, these
gentlemen would mutely have been
elected. They were defeated by the
blind faith of the ne-gro in the prom-
ises if his es bite •publicau bosom.
In the races in this county merit
counts for little, as It can not b.:, ap
predated nor understood by the great
body of hack voters, who have noth-
ing at etake, and have no Idea of
what an officer should tie lu view
of this fact, it Is no wonder that De-
mocracy was defeated yesterday.
All of the Democratic candidates
had a hard righ•, but we believe that
Mr. W. J. Withers had the hardest of
all, in view of the fact thet be not
only had to contend with Seerift
Davis, Lut he had also to fight
Messrs. C. A. Brasher and H. H
Golay, both of whom are exceedingly
popular, and who were fightiog for
D1•18 In order that they might re-
take their present planes as deputies'.
Mr. Withers weuld have made an ad-
mirable sheriff, and by his defeat the
county is as much a beer as be le.
The friends at Mr. D•nola P-try
have the satisfaction of knowing that,
though he will not serve us another
term, he has during his present term
made a reputation to be proud of.
He is the nest assessor that Christian
ccuoty bas ver had.
Mr. Larkin T. Brasher would have
wade the county a splendid Meer,-
as would all the other gentlemen on
(be ticket.
It was thought by most everybody
that Mt. Geo. Ling 'would be
elected even if no body-else on
the Democratic ticket was, but the
cards were stacked against bim. His
successful opponent, however, re
ceived the smallest majority of any
of the Republican candidates, un-
less it was the candidate.for Coroner,
whose vote Is not all in.
The table that we give contains the
returns of all precincts that are at
"resent known.
KENTUCKY.
Republicans Capture Five Seats
in Congress.
sq.s•rial to the Now am.
Ky , N or. 8 -E'ection
returns indicate that the following
It-publicses have been elected from
the ('onereepional districts of Ken-
tueky: Walter Evans, Jon. W. Lewis,
DavirICalson, Samuel Pugh and W
Godfrey Hunter.
The foil miug Democrats haves been
elected: James B. McCreary. John
K Hendrick, J D Clardy, Joseph
M. Kendall, Albert el Retry.
Coeterted: Owens Denny.
MR Z. Chichester
Blessed by Hood's
The Manager of a Lumber
Co., Tells His Story.
"• year ago last spring I %Al taken with mod
throat and could not swallow or sleep. Later
my bead and face broke out with little pimples.
I felt dull and had no ambition to do anything.
I did not care to eat, and a hat little I did eat
did me no good. I am six feet, otie inch Salt
and only weighed 167 Imunds. The tret botU•
Hood's Cures
of Hood's sarsaparilla made such a change la
we. I was surprised at myself. I have a nuns
her of men working here and I got them Si) take
It. and now I do not go to town but what some-
one wauta um to bring back a supply of Hood•OSarsaparilla. Well, now R• to myself, I am on
the fourth hottle. TOIlily I CAII get out and do
any kind of work and feel posl I weigh Inpoursis and am gaining flesh every day. ,Whitt
I eat tastes good void I •m
InJoying the Best of Stealth,
better than I hays been for )eers. I reenni
mend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all for it WSB •
blessing to ow" Elootte B. CalCIAISTZIL,
Manager of Tuscaloosa Lumber Co., Hull, Ala.
Hood's Pals cure neer ills, eonstipattea,
eineusnats, jaundice, sick headache. ltattgestloa.
NO DM
Saved From the
Burning.
The Rads Scoop All the
County Offices.
The Democrats Need be Con-
tent With Three Mag-
istrates,
And the knowledge That the Repub-
lican Mojorlties are Smaller
Than [seal.
CORRECTED TABLE OF RESULTS.
The latest returns show that the
satire Republican county ticket has
been elected by majerities ranging
froui forty-one to seven hundred and
forty-ulue votes. 'the cffflial count
will not be made until to morrow,
but the NE e Etta, through the cour-
tesy of the county der, is en•blec
to give its readers the results 114 Will
he aouounoed after the counting
Tam correcled table showing the vote
of every precinct will al pear in lb.
teetegly of to-marrow
Mr. Jao. Prosier" received the larg-
est vote cast, and Allensworth, itie
negro, got, of course, 'the smallest
Ihree Demecrata will serve the peo-
ple Ia. magistrates. Turee Republi-
cans and two Popullete were elected
magistrates. The m j 'rides are as
f. llowr :
Mr. John Prows., county clerk, 749.
Capt. Davis, sheriff, 365.
Major John Breathitt, county
judge, 327.
Mr. Otho Anderson, county attor-
ney, 312.
Mr. Zverett, assessor, 395.
J. D. Anderson, surveyor, 316
Mr. Tom Williamson, jailer, 122
R-v. Alleusworth, col , coroner, 41
In North Hopkiosville, Mr. Sam U.
Buckner, Dew icratio candidate for
magistrate defeated his opponent by
a m j Irity of 213 votes.
It was an off year, and the defeat
.f the local tickets w as not wholly
unexpected. Of course the men wh,
gel. the (Mors are jubilant, but the
arty leaders are overj iyed with the
majorities that most of their caudi
d it received.
That portion of tbe Democry lo
my napathieere that wagered not wig ey
by too neavily naturally feel a lit Is
despondent; I. ut we are all going to
pull together, work harder and v t•
oftener and mate another such • a-
feat till possible.
The Democratie nominees for Ap-
pellate Judge-John R. Grace, W
Reeves and Thoe. H. Poynter-woo
by good majnrit lee. Apprehension is
felt to some quarters for Reeve*, but
him m•nager• regard him a safe MID.
tier.
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A Beautiful Chrjsantlietumn Wedding
at It lens, Ar •.
Tuesday eveolcg tle r oo urod in
Helena, Allt.„ the happy corieutouia•
hen of a long aid plea•ant courtship,
settee Mr. It ler K y, of this city, ano
Miss Annie l 'wry plighted their
trot ti I u the J Chun+.
Tile Hits-rine of the edifiers was
beautitu ly decorated in the many
lov-ly horst end shades Ul ar to
the chryeatit h. mum, smi great
bunches slid wreathes of the lovely
flowers w t•• et arranged in artatic pro-
fusion.
Proullit'y at td tie o'cleck, the soft,
sweet drain'. r I Mel d;eseh led wed-
ding march tilled the air, and the.
bridal party entered the church. .
Fifteen couple., preceeded II e
gmen and bride elect. The btede's-
Weide were suited in charming
g)W7-d of chry Pal theniunu shades aud
carried in their heude large bouquets
Ii,.- *newborn" eneircled ti.e altar
and Mn. Ely and fr Ise L 'wry ad-
vauced up the center aisle to the
chaucle, where they *ere met by
Rev. Charles Loek wood, rector of the
church, who, in the hurireesece Epis-
copalian PerViesi, proticollieed the
words which made term insin aud
wife.
A' the coric'usiou of the ceremony,
lie bridal II irty was driven to ti it
twine 4 f be lei ekes niet her, where a
reception as belie •rultig
the happy C. uple 1.1
short wedding teue which will em-
hr•cra . everts' of the large %Venom]
cities. They will then come to thin
city and oceupy apartments in Mrs.
Hill's residence oti South Main St.
Messrs. Will U. Fix, of HoWell, mit-
e I as the groom's beet mete and Mr.
J. Frank Bel and De K. Wyly, of
tble city, were swing the attendants.
Mr. Ely Is Die hook keeper and
bushiest' manager of the Tobin It Co.'s
liercheut tailoring I establiehaurnt.
He is an Industrious mid capable
bueineee man, a popular and effable
eentlem in. Ws bride is one of the
prettiest and most accompli-heo
young ladir,s who has ever visited
this city. Hopkinaville society will
cordially welcome her.
THE DEATH OF MRS. (MASS.
AN ADMIRABLE HOMAN GONE.
The many friends of Mrs. Jenuie
Mane, wife of Mr. James M Miss, of
this city, will be deeply grieved to
learn of her death, which occurred
Tuesti y evening, the 511 InsL, it her
home on Seventh street, after a
prolonged illness of several month-.
Mrs. Glass was a mimeo. 'if Messrs.
Henry C. and Milton Gaut, the late
J. K (lent, Mrs Cornelia Wallace,
Mrs. Margaret Glass, and Mrs. Dr.
C me, and was a daughter of Mr.
Archie U tut, one of theearly settlers,
• man of prominence in mercantile
and business circles, mid of many ad-
mirable qualities. She was. born
July 11th, 1836, and was married to
qr. Janes M. 0 ass in this city
November 5, 1855, and died on the
tunlvereary of her marriage. She
leaves a husband and a daughter,
tiles Jennie Glass, many relatives
and a host of friends to In urn their
irreparable loss.
Her many charming and admira-
ble traits of character won her the
high esteem and warm regard of tbe
whole c.rimmunily. She was a de-
voted wife, and an t ff -et lonate
mother aud sister, and a genuine ano
fait:- fit friend. No man was
ever more fortunate in the
ehnice of a life companion
than the huehend of that falthful and
oviug wife. S ie wet faithful in
friendship, courteous towards
inferiors, moda-t among twists,
vio-y kind, benevolent and sift-
bie to all. Her potent life Was
strongly marked by cheerfulness and
geniality, and Cho gathered around
tier a large number of friends. She
was kind-hearted, cordial and boepl-
tab'e, st.d always did every thitig sto
lou'd to render her family circle and
tier friends happy. She was tirelese
in her cif nits to relieve puttering, and
efts noted le r her readiness to Mill IP-
ter to the want• of the rick. An ex
',Aleut trait was tier at of char-
acter, and resolute and it 11 ixible de-
votion to what she der cord tight.
lathe connected herself with th
church in early life, mid had been a
faithful, earnest arid z-slours uietntier
if the Ninth Sired Presbyterian
.hurch for maey year... She Was
juetly held in great estrem and high
regard by the [motor and members ot
her church, and they feel that bet
death is a great bereavenneut, but
they have the consolation of believ-
ing that their loss ie her eternal gain.
Her devotion to her church, her
family and her fsieude Was very
marked, and her death will be deeply
• sincerely regretted by all who
bad the privilege and p'easure of
knowing her well.
The K KNIT( ELY NEW ERA exiendo
tar 'sincere 'quip/slily to the bereaved
(artille, relatives and (net de f tide
admirable women who has gins Li.
a better world.
The funeral services were held at
the Ninth Street Presbyterian church
at 10 oh-ho di Wednesday, the
7th Inst. lulernient at Hopewell
Cemettry
How's Thiel
We • fTer 0 IP Hundred I) ill•re re-
ward for any ease u f Covert'', the!
..anont be cured hy Hn:Per Catarrb
Cur e
F J CHENNY I CO ,Toto.to. O.
'he u ridereig lied ve k hoe it
F J f'u' hist 15 v'i'a, and
believe i till ye- feet ly heriorable in allbeelines*
 
I raropiet nil titian eiall•
able to Mit ry out any obligetion made
by their firm.
WEST & TRUAX, Wholesale Drug-
gist', Teledo, O.
WALDINti, NINNAN St MARVIN
hol"ealeseles Ipoigelso, deti. , 0.
H Catarrh Cure ie tat. Inter-
nally, acting diriee.ly toem the blood
I P"riciVii•Tion
bOttle tir..4Old by all i'rug-
gists. 9
ASSOCIATION.
Will Meet Satiirdn) 1Veek at
Church Bill.
A FINE PROGRAM ARRANGED.
The County Teacher's' Arm-misfit n
for District N i 3 witi be held on Ss •
unlike', Nov. 17 te at Church Hilt,
where Mr. B. Z. Thom and Miss L e-
ste Owen are teaching There are Ill-
&tided in Ode Aitecidartor, the follow.
t f L (14 , 4,1 ,(tt 4 4.
t MOTHERS' . . .
----FRIEND"
I. a scientifically prepared liniment
and harmless; every ingredient is of
recognized value and in constant use
by the medical profession. It shortens
labor, lessens pain, diminishes danger a
to life of Mother and Child. Book "I.,
Mothers" mailed free, containing valu
able information and voluntary total 14
mottiala.
I- P:r press or 11•Il on receipt of price,
GI 5, yer butile 5.o11 Uy All Druggist.-
BRADFIFLD REGULATOR CD., Weals. 47e.
110111111111Minallansitermanit
Have
YOU
Tried
ticura
the great
SKIN CURE?
there is
INSTANT RELIEF
for all
afflicted with
TORTURING
SKIN DISEASES
in a single
application of
uticura
Crrterita Wass W..vloCRP, and its cures
of torturing, isfigurug, butioluatung bu-
rners are the most wonderful ever osoorded.
Pold throughout the world. Priee Crincrits,
bne. , e , 'BOIT It l'4rrY11,11ntba
Ryon Luau eta. Proprietur•, It mon.
"Hew le tears Reim, Skin Lsiesees," free.
log to hod district.: No. 10, 12, 13,
le, 17, le, 19, 23, 29, 32.3S, 5s, 5.5, 65, 71,
74, 75 and 78. It is earnestly hoped
that all the teathers belonging to this
district will he present, and that
much good will re. (lit from this meet
log. All teachers, I roatree sort others
interested in our work are cordially
Invited to attend. The program will
be found below. Se mire to come on
tone. KATIE MCDANIEL,
County eup't.
•e•
PROGRAM :
10 a. m.—Devotional Exercises Rev.
Owen Carver.
Address of Welcome B. E. Thom
Rospon J W. Calvin
Cour position ....O. R. Butler and Miss
Luetis Mitchell.
Recitation Miss Faenie Breathitt
How to Recur's and Retain Atteutton,
W. W. Aemer and Miss Fannie
Bratnham.
Vocal Duet Misses Donnell
-Dinner.-
Object of the Reading Circle, Plan
diecteseed, J W fiasco. and
Miss Katie McDaniel.
Pervert t age Wm. Robinson and
Miss Helen Royalty.
End to he Attained in ere Recitation,
B. E. Thom, J. C. Duffy and Mist*
Ida Winfree.
Geo. V. Dosis
Vice- President.
Money to lend on farming land.
and city property at a low rate of in-
terest by the Safety Building tt Loan
C-o. Apply to Hunter Wood, Jr.,
Ageht.
"Zt
is
KNOWLEDGE
Bringe comfort end improvement aud
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly ueed. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure by more promptly
adapting the world's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the- value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the form most acceptable abd pleas-
ant to the Lot; the ref res:aing and truly
beneScial properties of a perfect lax.
ative; effect-tally cleansing the system,
disoelhitig ce.ds, headaches And fevers
and permanently curing constipation.
It has riven satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
iimft....,;ion, because it acts on the Kid-
neys. Liver and Bowcls without -ces±-
ening them and it is nerfeetly fret from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fig, is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50 cent bottles, but it is Man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well inforuned, you will not
accept any substitute if offered.
soomminnismionons
OLD RELIABLS.."
HUGHES'
TONIC
INN
NEVER FAILS TO CURE
hills and Fever
:11 NFU Fr ES E
TH 6: WI Me
ceittrelt:
se dAmES
Better Than Quinine alone, be
It removes the cause.
Far 1 11,3
I'Have Them!
Your special attention is called to my Elegant line of
DRFSS GOODS AND
TRIMMINGS
i V4 :IN'S hit% New and Nobby.
CLOAKS AND -9
CAPES 
'
Tremendous st,•ek of Ladiee, Misses' and Childrens' Cloaks
and if quality, style and prices are what you are looking
for )ott will do '1I tovisit my store.
CARPETS AND RUGS!
You will find in my Carpet room one of the largest aid
best assorted hoe of Carpets and Rugs in the city, from
the finest velvet carpet to the cheapest Ingrain, and
prices to suit all. Many petty novelties in Notions and
Fa.ey Goods.
ISkkeoems? lacoelso!
In this department you will find a full line of Gents', La-
dies', Misses' and Children's Shoes of the best make and
at Rock Pottorn Prices. Call and see for yourself.
T.M JONES
WrIllreFlar 1111W1IIIIF Writ" Ms 'WC 111-MP asag.
, facket sdteoprarttmentthe great
-0-0_0
t we mean to maintain and increase our unrivaled reputation for
I low prices
It
the great department store!
; the racket, j. h. kugler. mgr. !
AkelkeMeeles idkAic At!' ALAILAILAg '4,"111
all we ask is a visit and an Meneellon to convince the nowt skeptic bergs in banterthat we are better propored LootTer indorsements I , the way 74 prices ban &aybonne In • entuelt . so.iti .ir hank ruot. we hay the lamed More to this ;art ofthe state and you •re invited to look throng's. w give. partial list of gears 1.pale lo u,. mot we lave special inducsinenta to offer in e eh I,. we keep a warm
1,1 new t ork all 11..t.l'ine •nd he has the eaah to plank down wise. be gets the jr. eflab; w. °Renewal.. at pries., others csn't lotarli. we loot ImItatote hut tie ycan't match our proms.
ih nes' main hi vor. left P de, little
mosey. good eh At.; more money,better shoes; no Money, 50 shoes.
• •-•-•-•  •-•-•-•-•-•••-•  •
bat.' left balcony. hats for the
whoie countr from a boys wool
hat at Sc up to the floes' derby..
-4* 0- dii..11•-•,-.0-•-••. • .....
h•rd• are and tinware. seam
fl or, rear, hr teaspoon", 2f'., le
up to the finest gvanite ware, lamp
wicks 6 for .r I finest tali e outiery
in city.
•
ClUeerb•Wr main fl ,or, rear,
heroes., main 11-0,r, rear.
•
s•iitIoner • rn• In floor, right 24
cheers flue pan. r. boo size, tar la.
t Meta, pr. el playing.' Ate.
is •
IIDCOP. main floor, right many
special bargains In this tine.
Note, y. m.•n Soot oor prices
on this stock have, rondo as hue-
deeds of customer's.
•-•-•-•-•-• • •  •  •••••-•-•-•
la d 1Ps' 1141 named uoderwear
male door.
Itiblous. !some tc. we 'leave
did clean up the tow non this tins
a. 71 we don't ',minnow LO quit it
now.
•••••-•-•-•-• ••••••••-•-• •••••-•
coreeta, gloves and jewelry, main
II ior risht. we knock ernipeoltion
oat oa tune dues. priors next
week .
no as' forrOshlogs, mai• Mew,
right our pet deportment "Lod we
chrom to be right te ibis line ann.
mo our price* in kentock aa neat
wee;
fareiture. 2nd floor chit re, bed
T som seta, mai terries sod vi ry-
thi•g unto. furniture line at pile..
that make o'd Meehan dealers
wish w• were bung up.
carpet., rugs and window 'Medea
a'l pens I fl or we wise c int-
petil1011 Out of sight es Ibis. nada.
stoves, itrd Door, bytbsesri.ad.
and st prime that are right-we
aoe't try to mak., Kiser Id per ent.
on skores. we 71.se't ore any baits
our presets are sill marked la plate
fig. ree and we Move Lett 0e5 prae-
tor °went iso-Mble,
we bare many Other depa rt mental.
muoristi goods, valltiners,
comforts, shawl., baby closes.) i.-
curse goods. toy wagons. ter-yetis.
care. etc COMB and we the beg
more. Wise your !Tirade you sae
ell wielcom" to go through all ibis,
Boors and benement
•
4
4
4
4
4
4
Here is Something You Can't Mies
The Leader
Cordially invites the Ladies of llopkinsville and vicinity
to their
Second Grand Opening
Fine French Millinery
Ncv. 7th and 8th, 9 a. m.
We will display the handaomest line or rise
F-ench Pattern Hatil and Roonsts just re-
ceived fresh fr to I In porters. These goods
ere etricilv
First-Class!
Correct as to the loteir and moat Effective
*twin, We prom se !Moe r ode trill pleasethe most fotid•Olis .04.1). Our price* c•noot
he dopiest d In an. of our nilltaery,•rd our
stylise •re the mu IC e•e,ei. Call and be con-
vi .1551 to see you all. Remember thedate
Wednesday and
Thursday, '
Nov. 7th & 8th
9 O'Clock a,. m.
Here are a few of our many bargains WO
are off.-Hog,
We haves few aner Patterns telt from our
first opening wiln•b we ant ottenng at a
Great Reduction.
Our Prices Talk!
All Ha's forme. price $7 s to 0.60 are &Wag
at the
Very Low Price of$4.85c.
Hoist', can •Bord to • in this RASO Der-
- am. W ci relt Plats (drover price "Sr
g fret at Ihr Pretty *iobby Hs.
Styl1•11 Caps 2Se Also ear a ruli hoe of
Fancy Ha r Pins, belt hock ins. sock p a.rad
everything in stamped teem s.
All at Prices to Defy
Competition.
TtlE EEDER
Headquarters for Fashionable
Millinery.
Mme. Flemrette Levy, Mgr - Ninth Street.
T+—
.. GusYoung
1-laid.-7:7-a.re S.2 a -
New Store Opposite New Hotel
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHFS, WINDOW GLASS, Iii&RDWARE and
TOOLS of all kinds. 
Far Tntrtv Year a ucc •. UI On account of the new law which shortens the hunting Manson we have
made another BIG CUT in prices of Shot Guns. Have a very large aa-
sortment of Breech-Loaders, Muzzle-Loaders. Rifles and Revolvers, all at
Lower Figures than ever before. They are here and must be sold this
season. Evansville Steel Plows. Chattanooga Chilled Plows and repairs
I 
50c. and $1.00 BOTTLES. for all sorts of Plows, such as Oliver Chilled, South Bend, Avery &c.. at
Reduced Prices. Splendid line of best brands of Chopping Axes. Theellir'Irar • , le by dn./gist.' and neer- Prettiest and C'heaptiet line of Pocket Knives and Razors in the State, atchews through-Alt tie eon ntry.
very reasonable prices. The best loaded shells, any load-you want,
tiMIIIIIIMIIIMIIMMIMIIIIIIII11111111111•1
Ask to' Hugh e Tonic, insist on
having IT, and uollitug rice.
7•77 .-•-
I
Are You
-1;kw
Interested k
.._
..4.-r_ In finding the place where 3t:ni can buy the jallemit cniartki,0- iliair fair the 31LACIELEIV't Ifial00113,41,37? If so, we will say
1 you the trouble of further iitvestigation.
-A. GIL AILDir CPIE
....-
t
...
OUT.1 GOODS. we believe, will convince any man that he cannot do bet-
ler ANYWHERE for the SAME MONEY. We handle nothing but
ALL WOOL clothing, but we've got them any pr cc from $5.00 to $2.5.00
suit. 0 V kIRCO &TS the same way. Don't purchase anything iu the
CLOTHING OR FURNISHING line until you see our stock and get
our 'wit.,
-i[OX & BOULAWARECt-
•
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NEW  
asMr. Will Neely h entered upoti ee1- 51.,
the studs of law ILI the Met Mr tee •"
$1 A YEAR.
Club flats.
We will furnish the Weekly NEW
ERA and any of tee publication
named below at prime indicated:
Cow inereise closet te ..... ... . Mee
Deity eoutselite Poet.  5.00
tilobie Democrat..
Chicago %swot
St. Louis Twice • Week Republic
Courter-Journal
Cincinnati Enquirer 
Centary Elagasine
St. Nicholas.
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ow 'days ago, 00011.111en to be very I.
ose
Lee He is oufferteg trent typhoid-pueu-
lin monis.
&S.
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Rook Bayer,
Harper'. llagsalne 
Harper's Weekly. 
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Sams quv tociste.
0. B. 01[11 1, of Cr ofton, was in the
oity this week.
Dr. le B L 'wery, of Elkton, spent
Sunday in the oily.
Mr. W S. Wilson, of Eedy• ille,
wse in the city Monday.
Mr. W. S. Meore returned fr ow
A.beville Monday night.
Mr. le E Leadford, of Raring
Springs was here Wednesday.
Mr. J. C. Adcock, of Herndon,
was here this week on business.
Mr.. Rudd, of Dixnn, Ky., is visit-
ing tier father, . Bentiy, of thl*
city.
Mrs. E. S Holloway, of Hender-
son, is the guest of Judge McCarroll'•
family.
Mr. W. D. Carter, of the Church
Hill neighborhood, was in the city
to-day.
Miss Fannie Carnes), of West Fork,
I. the guest of Mrs. T.18. Graham, of
Casky, Ky.
Mr. Chas. E imundson, of this city,
has gone to Central City to clerk in
Sanduaky'd hotel.
Mies Mettle C Settle will leave this
afternoon to visit friends anti re's-
ti•es iv L soiree Ie.
Mrs. T. D. Redd, of Dixon, is visit-
ing her ptrtints, Dr. and Mrs. A. E
Bentley, on 14 h street.
Misses Voids Oraddy, Morton's
Gap, and Algy Hickey, of Fruit Hill,
spent a few days in the city last week.
Miss Fanule Basket, of Henderson,
who has been the 'retest of Miss Hat-
tie Goevers, left Saturday for her
home.
• ilia. Madge Fairleigh, who is the
guest of Sire. I deu P. Campbell, at
P.duesah, will leave that city in a
few day, to visit relatives at Pluck-
ney, Ill.
Paducah Dispatch of yesterday:
Mies L sem 0 vershiner w II leave Ic-
dsy for her home in H
after a pleasant visit to Viso Ida
Wiufreer.
Mies Carrie G. Moore, with her
brother, W. S. Moore, left on Friday
last for Asheville, N. C. where she
Will remain some tins., visiting the
Isnot ly of her siwer Mrs. Ex Norton.
A CHURCH WEDDING.
The iebse et Also Less Yancey aid
Ir. J. C. Ctterbeek.
WILL RESIDE IN PADUCAH.
In the Universalist church, of this
city, Mr. James C Utterback, son of a
worthy tobaccoonist, of Peducab, and
Miss Lena Yancey, the lovely daugh-
ter of Mr. J mes Yaocey,of this city,
were married Wednesday eve. at 8:30
O'clock. The groom wore the con-
yen tiooal dress suit, and Miss Yancey
111/1°N. 
was attired In a beautiful white silk,
e with diamonds and natural fi ewers.
‘A large number of invitations were
‘ Mimed and the edifice was crowded
vitt friends. The ushers were
Messrs. Allen Wallis and James
Hoosier, of this city, Harry Hi1391r,
Charles Morris, George McFadden
and Roy Cully, of Paducah. Mies
Annie Braden made a pretty flower
girl, sod Miss Goodman, of Paducah,
played the wedding march. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. W.
H. Pitt kairt0D, pastor of Um First
Christian church at Paducah.
A reception was given the couple
last evening at tbe home of the
bride's parent., and this mond( tbey
left for Paducah where they will be
et borne to their friends after Sunday
4 s..11 Jefferson street.
III
POPULAR PETERS.
New York's Distleguiskeel Lecturer
to Visit Us.
Rev. Madison C. Peters, the brill-
iant preacher, orator and author, of
New York City, will deliver his cele-
brated teeters "America for Ameri-
cans" in the Union Tabernacle, Tues-
day evening, .Nov. 20th. This is Rev.
Peter's Bret lequre tour in the South,
and HopkinsvIlle is to be congratu-
lated at having presented to her an
opportunity to hear the distinguished
divine. The following notices are
clipped at random from in. prose
sheet of the lecturer:
Original, st rik rug, abounding with
geoutrie elegireoce and humor that
cotvuleed his crowded audience with
laughter -Allentowu Daily I em.
The owlet elt (419-0•, gracefu', pleas
log and captivating talker (het, ever
appeared upoe our lecture Loarde —
Allentown D-nincrat.
ie leads ;moos out of well-worn
3ust, open. new • venue. of thought
and ceuses oparkiine refreshment
wherever he Is heare.—Christian at
Wort, New York.
Danger Irma Catarrh.
The moist important feature about
that very common complaint, catarrh
in the head, is its tendency to de-
velop into some other more serious
and dangerous disease. The foul
smelter dropping from the head into
the bronchial tubes or lungs is very
liatlie to lead to bronchitis; or eon
gumption, that destroyer which
althea more deaths in thin coon ry"
than soy other disease. As caw' h
originates to impurities in the b ood
local applications can do but little
good. The common sense method of
treatment is to purify the Wood, and
for his purpose there is no prepara-
tion superior to Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The powerful action 'tibia medicine
upon the blood expel. very impart--
tr. sod by so doing cures catarrh and
giva health to the entire organism.
Tee Clarke, U. Steak haeadry,
Clarksville, Teas.
Collars and cuff 1'4", shirts Seem.
Bea recently added two expert+ in
collar, cuff sad shirt work and guar-
antees floe work at lower prices than
ever before kaown In the South.
Liberal oommission to agent,.
Abiloh'e Vitaliser is west you need
tor Drapepeise Torpid Liver, Yellow
Skin w lralooy Trouble. It la ease.
mated la eve yov latiataatiou
rave 16e, &4 er IVA, • Swoon
Hunter Wood.
Mr. E. W C. Edward. is pulling It.
new machinery at his mill a few
miles (rem the eity.
Mr. C M. L deem has been *weld-
ed the ooutract to furnieh the ear-
pets for the new hotel. Boteeelle
will be ueod.
Mr F. M Muilen, an anivunee-
ment of whoseilltIONFIA.1,1041.rod a few
Meese.. Volney and Clerance
Wolfe and J a Stinson, of Todd isituu-
ty, h•ve meved with their families to
McCracken county, where they will
res,de in the future.
A correspond -slit c f the U aionto en
News say.; "Many of the f inners
have corium-need gethering °ern
ehey report hardly an average yield
—35 to 40 toiletries to the acre."
Ward Demerol@ Waite, the only
bachelor member uf the Supreme
Court of the United States., was rum-
ried Monday to Mrs. Virginia
Montgomery Kent at the Jesuit
church in New York. Only closest
relatives were present.
The police force in this city meths
38 errests during the ru sutte of we-
ber. Tue amount f money denvsd
from the arrests made by the fore.
within the past ten montbs is larger
than it has been from the work 0.
any other police force that the city
has t vtr had.
Tu• edsy Mr. Alfred Elate and
Miss M. J Brasher were married at
the home of the bride's fattier, Mr. T
J. Brasher, at K-Ily. Ines ceremuny
was preformed by 'Squire J A It ), d
of Kelly After the avid lieg Mr. and
Mrs. Fi t left for their hum,' in tne
Fiirvite neighborhood.
The K • tick y &vial Right* Asso-
ciation has given fair warning to
geinterueu who couteuoil ate running
for the L-gielature that it will have a
committee( f probably twenty inde-
fatigable women on baud at the [text
session to urge the passage of laws
desired by the association.
The lodes GO the Clarksville tobac-
co market last week amounts) I to
recenewhero in the neightorhood of
le 0 hog-heads. The receipts of that
noirket for the year eiidiug Nov. let ,
were :8,711 bh is. white the sales for
the earn- time aweented to . 25,311.
The stock on hind N v. 141., was 5,-
te2, of which there reupaius yet un-
we'd 3,4439 Mee%
Ninety-three converts secured at a
Baptist revival were baptiz-el in the
icy waters of the 0 do at Owetieboro
Sunday. Fifty-three were worom
and forty men. Ton thnueand penple
crowded the banks and the two min-
isters ergaged in the work were kept
bu4 for two hours. This is probably
the 'arrest number ever baptized in
Kentucky.
MN. Petcy elcleee d:ed W dries-
.ley, at her borne on Walnut street.
She had been ill several weeks with a
malignant form of scarlet fever, and
to the dieeeee ber death is due. She
was an itrel legent and acceutpliehed
lady and her death hi a matter for
deep regret to the ecouttrunity. Mre
McKee leave, a hueband and en in
tent chile '1 he funeral eervi te- we e
at the grave e eeterday cuoruing
at 10 oVoek.
Next Saturday, it Is sale, an inter-
esting sight will be witnessed. The
astronomers tell we that Mercury will
take a trip across the face of the sun
it will be piaiuly visible through an
ordinary opera or field gismos. Mer-
cury will cross from below upward,
entering the sun's disc about 9:)
a. m., and will be five hours in crooto
Mg. On Monday and Tuesday eights
followiug, the earth passes through a
stream of meteor's, or in other word,
it will rain stars.
A comparative statement of the
gross earnings of the L & N. railroad
for the truth week in October abuses
the earnings to have been $595,440,
wbich is an increase of $45,e53 over
the corresponding week of last year,
but a decrease of $6S,746 as compared
with the col responding week in leek.
For the entire month of October the
grass earnings were $1,861,435, an
increase of $211,833 over the month of
October 1e93, but a decrease of $176,-
-141 as compared with October 1e9e
Fee: the period embraced betweeu
July 1, 1894, and October 31, 189e, the
earnings were $6 671,694, and iucreale
of $324 73e1 over the corresponding
period of last year, but a decrease•ot
$1,035,727 so compared with WILIIHIlf
date in Me
The following interesting statistic,
are furnished by Glasgow Times:
"In the st•te of Kentucky there are
119 counties. Of these eighty-six are
Democratic, thirty-three Republican
The avenge value of land in the
Deniciermic counties is $1392 Per
acre ; in the Republican, $4.62. The
highest average in a Democratic
county Fayette. is $63.40, in a Re-
publiesu county (Christian $11.70
Feur Democratic counties average
over $40, sixteen over $20, none under
$2, and eve more than two $2, aud
lees than $3. Three ef the Republi-
can counties average over $6, and
less than $7, five lea. than $3, and two
lees than El. These figures are ree-
pectifully referred to the careful per-
usal of our Republican and Third
party friend., who are continualy
heaping abuse upon the Democratic
party ter it. "idleness and general
worthleees and indolence."
Karl's Clover Root, toe new
' i ri Ber, gives freshness and
less to the complexion and
Cons tipation. 2ec , 50c. and
Mole hV Wyo., a stueoes,
Blood
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A pound of the Royal
Baking Powder will
raise more flour and
make. it into purer
food than a pound of any
°dm- baking powder.
ll.ty analyses show that of all the powders
t..sted the Royal is the richest and purest,
Yiekiing the largest amount of leavening gas.
'Hie Royal contains neither lime, ammonia
nor a:tan.
,&c
Prof of Chrtnsstry,
Kentucky School of Medicine.
Good health lies in the use of the Royal Baking Powder only.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO , 104 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.
4.11,
44.
eef;
4:
Iowa farmer° claim that they have
eheeked the ravages of hog cholera by
-ubstitutiug whear for corn as feed.
Lee Ewing, an L & N. operator at
Outhrie, was robbed of $35 last week
by a sneak thief. Tue thief was not
captured.
The many friends of Mr. W. B.
Lander will regret to learn that he is
quite ill at his honte on high street.
Ile is aufferiug from an sescess in his
-ide.
The following are the Easter dates
to she end of thi-eeloury : March e5,
189e; April 1-1, 1896; April 5, 1897;
April 18, ;898; April 10, 1890; Alen
IS, 19)0.
A union revival meetieg was inau-
gurated at the Presbyterial, church
in Clarksville trot Suuday night. De.
Peareots, an evaugelist, is, cuuductIng
the services.
Leer week's business througbout
the Lettere States was, according to
Dunn and Bordetreet, very large, and
much in excess of tbat of the corre-
sponding week of leite.
Bowling Green has a new electric
Fire alarm eyetem. Hopkiusviles
ought to have one. Hopkiusville
night also to have a eeetene of water
works to 'protect her against lire.
C. C. Vanmeter, of Bowling Green,
K, bought the 2-year-old trotting
colt, Begby, last July for $2.50, and
lily-old.him, after making he go a mile
in 2:1634, to J Mu Spelanti $4000.
Anna Boyd, a rsegro woman who
residee in (71artroville, has been con-
victed in the Federst court at Natoli.
ville of receiving a pension fraudu-
ently. Skis was seuter .ed to one
year in the Clarksville jail.
The invitations issued to the mar-
-lege if Miss Lillian Richard. to Mr.
J. Nick Than:ape were only seut to
(needs at distance. None were sent
in this city, and all who desire to at-
tend are invited to do so. The cere-
mony se ill be performed at the Meth-
ediat church et 3 o'clock on the after-
tram' of the 14,h met, next Wednes-
day.
Mr. Wm. Girard, the Ninth te reel
butcher, of this city, was severely in-
jured by the collision of two trains
it, the stock prod at Leuisville,
where he bad gone to dispose of • car
load ef hogs. Mr. Girard was co-
vet:sly cut shout the face and head,
nil al-e had his knee eats broker
Hie ii Jere s are quite perinue, and it
will be sometime bet-ire lie recovers.
His friends here regret to hear of his
misfortune.
Under the income tax provision of
the tariff, W. W. Astor will con-
tribute about $178,000 each year to
le tiele Parn'e cash boa. Jelin D.
Rockefeller, the Standerd Oil man,
will heve to part with about $152 000
annually. The Jay Gesuoi estate will
'save to pay about $90,000; three of
the V•nderbilte $80,000 each; Henry
el Fisge, $75,000; John Jacob Astor,
$50.000; Wileistn C. Whitney, $29,000;
Levi P. Morton, $10,000, and PO on.
In New York City alone there are
over fifty worn-u who will enrich
Uncle Sam from $2,000 to $e0 000 a
year under this system of taxation.
The meet remarkable crop of to•
Mice° ever raided is told of in the 0 07-
ingeville Outlook: "le 1893. George
Steele raised a smell patch et shout
100 plants of tobacco in the Brooke
woods tract, west of towu. He cut
'he roeseeo that year, 91191 it) tee
spring of 1894 plants came up from i Ire
roots, which plants grew so swiftly
that he concluded to cultivate them
He topped them at the time of the
big snow I. May. He cut the tobac-
co in June, leaving some plant. that
ripened the seed In July. In tee lat
ter p at of Augu it tie eta another
'trop from the saute roots, making the
third crop from the original plants.
etre tobacco is small, but is fine mot
brieht."
-••••111.
Golden-HonoiA
from the 
Golden Coast
...for... *
Dr. Price's Baking Powder
'California, empire of the Pacific, salutes the world.
He I Midwinter Fair closed in a midsummer blaze of glory. I.
Second only to the Columbian Exposition in extent, variety
and splendor, the coast display was a veritable triumph.
Ouil of her abundance the state poured her treasures—and
the nations of the earth came to aid her in her noble
exhibition. s
Memorable were the exhibits—of gold and silver, of
wheat and oil, of fruit and wine, of silk and wool—of all
tha man and nature could combine to produce. And noexi,
ibit attracted more attention or excited warmer approval
than that of
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Official tests showed it to be highest in leavening power,
purest in quality, and most efficient in results of all baking
powders made., Accordingly, the Highest Award and Gold
Medal were conferred on 1)r. Price's at the Midwinter Fair.
The triumph at San Francisco confirms the victory at
oCblcagolThe Midwinter Fair verdict sustains and vindi-
Gatos the bestowal of highest honors on Dr. Prica's by the
tiry of awards at tbe World's Columbian Exposition.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done by Jeer MORRIS.
B-ort sewe I half soles $1, same tack
ed 75c at Jeff Morris', shop over
Hoosier it Ballard's.
LOST—Medical Pocket Formulary.
Return to this office and receive re-
ward. J. C. LATE, M. D.
Jett Morris is 'liras up with the
styles. Try him. Shop over Hooser
it Ballard's.
Have your clothes cleaned and re-
paired by Joe N. Fowright, the tailor
and cutter. Foreign and domestic
woolens fur pants and Putting' P way.
riti hand at reasonable primer. Bridge
street, eppoeiteKINTeCKY Ng*, ERA
onire.
Hood's Sareaparille acting through
the ulood reaches every part of tire
sperm and in this way positive)',
eures catarrh.
uesdey and Wednesday, Nov. 13
and 14, 1 will, as executor of J. S
Summers. deed., sell at publle auc-
tion all of the riereonsity on the
Spring Hill and Wooldridge farms,
situated g miles. from Hopkins•ille
on the Clarksville like, which in-
cludes everything necessary to con-
duct a 1,200 acre term, live stock,
provender, ste. W. T. Cof PER,
Executor.
A CHILDIENJOIS
The pleasant tievor, gentle action and
soothing effects of Syrup cringe,
when io neeti,of a laxative, affil if the
father or mother be costive or bilious,
the. motet gratifying results follow it.,
use; so that it is the best family
remedy known, aud every family
should have a bottle on hand.
RICHARDS & Co.
Fr another column of the NEW Etta
appearei the well worded advertise-
ment of Richards & Co., the recogniz-
ed leaders of the city's many mercan-
tile establishments.
The collossal stock which this firm
has displayed to such excellent ad-
vantage in its handsome quarters at
the intersection of Main aud Eighth
streets has caused many wiseacres to
doubt fully shake their heads and
predict an early failure. Admiring
the firm's nerve and congratulating
themselves upon an opportunity of
selecting goods from the immense
sand splendidly selected iitocke hey felt
lieu. the Meagre Richards' judgment
was not cononeueurate with tailr
enterprise. But like the proverbial
plans of mloe and men, the predic-
tions of these people have "gone
agle," and etie great patronage that
the eetabli ibrueut enjoys amply
demonstrates the good -judgment of
the firm's menibere.
The interior of the store is a scene
of loveliuees. In every department
the skilled hana of the decorator ha.
gracefully arranged the store's con-
tents, and the whole presents a veil
table feast for the eye.
The flee of dress goods is superior
to any in this part of thilS State. To
tire purchaser it is not a question
"what ties I but "What SHALL
I select."
The public should be informed, too.
that I be firm has a tine as-
aortme ut of fashionable wraps.
etre near at p-oach of the
winter season niust serve to
impress this f +co It) 'dock is every
kind of wrap, furs and cloaks.
'I he carpet department is one to
which especial attention should be
called. It is complete in every re-
spect. The millinery establishment
which the fi-tn conducts is one that
ell women appreciate. In this nifty
-p found the very latest styles aud
novelties, and the competent milli-
nets employed are well able to suit
all classes.
In short, the Richards it Co. estab-
lishment is equal to those of the large
cities, and every department is tit the
charge of competeui and polile safes-
men.
ALLENSWORTH—ROBB.
Our :City Attorney Wedded to a
Charming Lady.
THE l'EREMON1 AT LAFA1 ETTE.
Mr. James B. Allensworth and Miss
E•• Robb were wedded Wednesday
afternoon at 3 o'cinek in the Christian
church of Lafayette. The friends of
the contraeleg parties attending tbe
ceremony tilled the church to its ut-
termost capacity. Messrs. Jas. Cook
and John Edmunde, of this env, P.
H. Aileneworth, of Howell, and J Ph:,
E. Byers, Commonwealth', Attornoy
of Elkton, acted in the capaciter ot
ti.hers.
After the church service, the happy
couple went to Oak Grove where they
visited relatives, leaving tag'
night for Allensville, the home of
the groom's bro her, who gave a
large receptioa In honor of Mr. Al-
leusworth and his bride. Saturday
they will return to city rind take
rooms at Mrs. Sam Taliaferro's.
Mr. Alleneworth Is city attorney of
Huipkiusville, • rising member of
the local bar, and a clever genteenan.
de is a charming young lady.His bo
DON'T MAKE
A MIST RE
And buy your
spring harness
before you see
us. We will
show you the
largest and best
line of harness
ever shown in
the county and
at prices that
will
SURPRISE fOU.
It is not how
cheap but how
good and 0 UR
MOTTO has al-
ways been THE
B S T. We
have ever 
thing trout f m the
lowest fa r m
harness .to a
hames trap that
can be bought
at a first class
shop.
We will interest you
if you will call on us.
F. A YOST&CO.
J"Ca--ZINT R.
KITCHEN
HAS JUST RECEIVED A BEAU-
T1 P1'1, 01?
2
urnitare!There is no safer investment than
psis* up stock in the Safety Building
& Loan Co. Call and see Hunter "Teeeeeee-ee --w---ee-
Verood, Jr., before investing else-
where.
PREFERRED LOCALS
WON1713 CO VERY
Is an infallible remedy for coughs,
usolde, it ilueuzie, pneumonia, hemor
ages, bronchitis, laryngitis and deers
seated consumption. Also all violent
eases of nervous prostration.
We have used with great benefii
Li peeorub's preparation for bronchial
reflections, colds, &c., and take plea/s-
ure in recommending it to our friends
and the public.
Rev. AND MRS. J. %V. 'ENABLE
Hopkluevilip. Ky , Oct. 1894
WALLACE it TALIAVERRO.
NOTICE.
All persons knowing themsolve.
indebted to the estate of W B
Source, diec'd., and all 'persons hold-
ing claims against the same estate,
will present the same, proven accord-
ing to law, to Mr. 7.0.gar McPherson.
cashier of the Bank of Henkinsvile,
ror payment. Neer 7th, 1894 Thos
Green, Adrn'r. W. B Nourse, (terser.
3 FARMS FOR RENT.
I will on Monday Nov. 12th 1894 at
the coon t house doer at Hopkin•yele,
Ky., r ffer for rent the three ferrate be-
longing to the settee of Chas. McKee,
dee...1*d, lyiug on and near the
Naritivi Ile road, two wiles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., •iz:
Graves place about . tea scree
Buckuer 'sleep about - 31'5 acres
crntraugh place abut - 100 acres
Peseessien can be given at mire
These are fine farms Bend with sp
"peered security required.
WI. WineitKe
le&W&W Master Commissioner.
FRESH! 01 EkTil!
CHEAP!
FAMILY GROCERIES
Canned
Goods and
Fancy
Groceries at
D. fl. Merritt & Co's
CALL.
WE EARNESTLY
Solicit Your Inspection of Our
Splendid Assorted Stock of
\r'g
r.t:\
Dress Goods,
Velvets,
Trimmings,
Ginghatne,
Ducks.
Flannels, •
Cassinieres,
Jeans,
Domestics,
Prints,
Table Linens,
White Goods,
&c, &c.
hosiery,
Gloves,
Underwear,
Cor ets,
Handkerchiefs
Towe's,th's ma ket. Our Napkin.
Carpet Dept Stamp (foods,Ribbons,
Contains the very lat-ILaces, Curtains
est patterns in Moqu-
ette, Body and Tapes-
try Brussels. Ingrains,
Linoleums, Oil Cloths,
Eattings, Rugs, &c.
Our line of Ladies,
Misses and Childrens
Cloaks and Fur Caps
Has no Superior in
MILLINERY
Of Every
Description,
&c, &c.
Conident in the belief that we can sell you Goods as
Cheap as they can be bought anywhere, and assure you of
our hearty appreciation or ally favors you may extend us.
bug Iii rcmain Very Respectfully-
Richards & Co.
OF ALL KINDS!
A N D THE LATEST DESIGNS!
Call and Examine Stock
and I)e convinced.
R. Kitchen,
MAIN STREET.
4:3x
,pt:E
1. .• •
CURES • 
CONS.t 1#7.71 
414
spnlccsTioN
1
_ 
RUPTIONS ON T
HE.14,,-1140few0
E-A IFIES 
,
."COMPLEX e. 
Anagreesele Laxative and ICIL1:YE TONIC.
Sold by oruineues or 'tent malL 35c..500...
and $1.0U per package. &melee free.
KO tintoTh•-•e'
WANTED SALESMEN
In every count,. Salary r.F, per moolh 'ad
eat et 4.4. ai.Tience uni um, -ary. This
no fake Ladles as well as gectleffien Will
Interested In Ili!. flintier. Beg u.n /TT tow.
nay 10 mate ei.er tiff red . Art ides ?tr.
genuine. presons of small filean• an mak,
large redts. .Tbere is no one huntallot will
want . ins of on, If 00 not act
U319ERSAL NevELTY CO.,
406 si.ck Exchaege ainfg, 4 !' .4 1, It
TABLEIVSDIT_E
BUCK EYE A Ill
OLITWENT
CURES NOTHING BUT RES.
A SURE end CERTAIN CURE
known for le years as the
41LIEST REMEDY for  PILES.
FOLD DY AEI. DRI f.lif sTfi.
.7.1'11e2r.9 -: :.07=.
PROFESSIONAL CHI.
ii'.'. CL. ^
Howell & Bc11,
I.
PK tt'Titr. 1N Til f: COURTS OF CHRIS
FIAS AND Aoj corvillio.;
_
Pr,nilit attention 'then to ti., 0 II clam nt
elstroa -Offine:--1101 PLR ISLAM, K. Opposite
Court House.
Dr. r. eston I humas
PhYSiCiall Sllrge011.
WeTOilice over Batik of HopLins..11b.
Hopkinsville, 
t". H. itaux.a.,s. J. B. •1.1.1s.‘w,14r11
. _ 
,w4. , ,,z,.., • -4450,Lti... .. '._.. _.
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The Great Appreciation—,
Shown by the trade of our wholesale prices on hats has made us estend the
sale for ten daps more. Come, everybody, and get your hats during this
time. We are selling boys wool snits at 75c, a better suit at $1, and on up
to the best made, and it is, we are glad to say, generally known that we
have all the new anti nubby styles in Chide it and boys Clothing, Hats,
Boo- s and Shoes.
We hae just received large shipment of the famous "World' Fair" Jeans
.)'initm, heavy unseeared goods, none so good in this market, and no better
MI earth Our line of Underwear is kept complete, new shipments every
wt•t•k.
In shoes we have a few pair of hand sewed, bought at a great bargain, in
men's, we offer for $3.49. No shoe on the market better, 'et for a few days
mind you, they go at $3.49.
We have received a new shipment of the famous ,U. S. A.—mans shoe—
and 'sill run them still for a time at the rediculously low price of 99c worth
$2 ill any mai het.
Petree Co.
P. S.
---Ladies, We don't forget you, indeed our line of Ladies' Shoes can
not be beat.
NLY oNE WEEK
Longer for you to get your name in for our new shoe. Thousands have
been received but there is still room for a brighter idea and the
$5 IN GOL
already
Is waiting for it. Remember we want a name for the best wearing dongola kid
shoe ever made for women, misses and children. The prices are:
W omen's all styles 
issess all styles 11 to 2  . $1..26.561
Child's all styles g to 104 1 1.00.
Child's all styles 5 to 74   .76.
We want a catchy name expressive of comfort, service and cheapness and for it
we will give $5.00.
Our stock of clothing contains some
*W op d erful Bargaipses
We are selling clay-worsted suits at $7.59 worth $10.00.
J. H• ANDERSON &a• •
 4
OES -FOR CHILDREN!
It is a question with all parents
now to know what kind ofschool
shoe to buy, and when to buy it,
that will give perfect satisfaction
and they will get the value of
their money out of the shoe.
Here it is. Our Little Giant
School Shoe is the best ever put
on this market. You can buy
cheap shoes, but you can't buy
better shoes. Try one pair
and you will never buy anything
else.
ammothClothing&Shoe Co.
.V?1111!/!//1t1/11MMM/MMIMM1/1
J. . D1X,ANDERSON& ALLENDiJitil H _GG —Attorneys At Law,—
HOPK1NSVILLE, - KENTUCK 1
Office in Hopper Block—Up Stain.. E Co=ti.a.ctor Sz =uncle=
Special attention given to owe+,
_
lion. 
it " Solicits Your patronage ad guarantees Saiisfacm •
Manning Brow.'
MD,
Practice limited to diatoms of the
. 
1
Elie, Ear, Arose and Throat-
Office in McDaniel Building, Oppo
i
site Court House.
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY ---.4e1A. MI-u.1.1 1.-lbso Of
HUCH McKEE
Attorney. Law.
Special attention paid to time eollec•
tiou of claims Offices over Plant. -
Hank.
Sashes,
Doors,
Blinds,
Mouldings,
Framings,
Lumber,
Laths,
Flooring,
Climax Plaster,
ONT AL a4 WORItas
lie Always Keeps on Hand
Roofing
Nails,
Fence Posts,
Pickets,
Etc., Etc.
Lime, SandMiamond and Portland Cement,
HUNTER WOOD, Weather Boarding.
Homy Ai L4r1: 9FFIC7- Cornar 4th and Virginia Sts- Tele- 98
tauEat
%Amu, re, Nio.e, 4 111.1. E k 1 • 4110'
•
-r -
Mid 
TUttNYIKE LAWS.
•
Trot following are the provisions of
the law pateted by the last Legislature
in regard to turnpikes, gravel roads
and plank roads:
4 4713. ViRtet.r.a ?Amnon-Kt:LEO
TO SE ONEERVED -PENALTY Pon US-
ING RELLe oft WM-rat:CV:4D RoADS.
The following rules shalt be observed
by all vehieles running on any turn-
pike, gravel or plank road:
1. Vehicles meeting shall give to
each other one-half of the road, each
heath) g to its right; when a fast ve-
hicle overtakes one of a slower move-
ment, the latter shall bear to the
right so as to permit the caber to pass
on its left side. But on plank
road. not affording room
for the passe go ef both on the
planas no loaded wagon or cart shall
be required to get off the planks to
'Mod the paimage to any vehicle
other than 'another loaded wagon or
cart.
2. If any driver fall or refuse
promptly to oomply with either of
these rules, he or his employer shall
be tined for each offense not less than
two nor more than five dollars.
S. No bells of any kind shall be
carried on the animal or animals
drawing any vehicle. For any vio-
lation of this rule the driver or em-
ployer shall be lined from two to live
dollars for every day daring any part
of which the offence is committed.
4. Whoever shall obstruct any por-
tion of a turnpike, gravel or plank
road by desperatabes tbereos any mon*,
wood, material, filth or trash, or by
feeding any stock on either the stone
or plank or dirt part of the road,
shall, for every such offence, be fined
from two to five dollars.
. No vehicle shall be unneceesar-
Illy heft standing, by night or day, on
the Rene, grsvet or plank part of the
road; nor shall the animals attached
thereto be fed on such part of the
rend. Every driver, or his employer,
violating this rule shall be fined, for
each offense, from two to five dollars.
6. Any unlawful obstruction to a
roadway be removed by the agent or
superintendent thereof, at the cost of
the person making the obstruction,
which may be recovered in the name
of the company.
4715. Balm bi--CROWN° FASTER
TMAN WALE - PENALTY. Whoever
shall ride or drive across a bridge of
any such road faster than a walk
shall, for every mob offense, be fined
from ome to See dollars.
• FrilL Owerrart-Trolv -PENALTY-
PROCEED11408 TO REMOVE. When any
turnpike or gravel road shall be ob-
strutted by fence or otherwise, by any
person or persons, and who shall not
remove t:re same when notified to do
so by order of the board, it shall be
the duty of such director, to cause
the same to be removed without de-
lay, as now directed by law, or may
proceed by suit in the circuit court in
the name of the company to recover
the ground; or they may proceed by
indictment in the name of the Com-
monwealth for such obstructi3n, and
shall be governed by the laws in re-
gard to the obstruction of pulic roads.
4 4724. The following shall be the
rates of toll on all turnpikes or gravel
road.:
1, These rates are for gates stand-
ing five miles apart, and in that pro-
portion for a less distance; but when
there is a fraction of a road, of a mile
or more, less than Gvs mile, toll may
be charged at the gate next thereto
for the fraction in the proportiou that
It. length bears to five miles.
2. All tolls are to be paid at the
several gates at the time they are
pseud, on in advance, unless, by
agreement with the managers et the
reed, a special permit is obtained to
pus for a month or other longer
term, not exceeding a year, as pro-
vided In Section 4728, which is made
applicable hereto. If not so paid, the
gate-keeper may stop any person and
prevent him or his property front
passing till payment is made.
, GENERAL TRAVELING.
S. For every horse or mule and
rider, five cents.
For a horse, mule, or jack, led or
driven, three cents.
For each head of cattle, two cents.
For each bead of hogs, one-half Cent.
For own bead of sheep, one-quarter
eent.
For each vehicle drawn by one
horse or mule, ten cents.
For each vehicle drawn by two
horses, mules or oxen, twenty cents.
For each pleasure carriage or hack-
ney (mach, drawn by two horses or
mules, twenty five cents.
For same when drawn by four
horses or mules, thirty cents.
Fug blob sleigh drawn by one or
two bones or melee, fifteen (tents.
For each wagon drawn by three
booms, moles or oxen, thirty cents.
For SIINEN6 chimp by foot animals,
forty cents.
For same drawn by five animals,
slaty cents.
For game drawn by six animals
seventy-five coots.
But empty wagons, or each as have
no other loading than provender for
the team, shall pay only half these
rates.
For each stage attach having seats
within for six passel:titer', thirty-five
see's.
For same for nine passengers, fl
Gee *out&
ter same for Moles pmeengere,
sestsaly.dvs roots at d t wo
seals lu addition tot ever
powwow ovsr four,
Per each trastiuu or tither engine,
St.
5a0.41) Top...tioh VIAL
For each wagon with four animals,
eg four inch tread or over, thirty- 1v4
cents.
For some with eve animal., fifty
(tents.
For same with viz animals, sixty
eon ta.1
14tRIO1vWTRH001) TRAVEL OR HACLINd
WITH COMMON TIRE ON TREAD.
Far each wagon or cart drawn Or
two animals, and loaded with nothing
but the produce of the farm, for a
trip going and rotor:Aug, thirty-five
con to.
For same drawn by three animals,
forty-five cents.
us Palma drawn by dye animals,
seventy-live cents.
For setae drawn by six animal.,
one dollar.
5725. GATE ExXPER MAY ADMIN
INTIM oATH TO TRAvELER -PEN A LTY
The toll gate-keeper of any road or
chartered bridge may rtquire miy
person wishing to pose any gate or
bridge, to truly state, on oath, to be
administered by him, the distance
traveled or intended to be traveled on
the road, and the uninber contained
in say drove of stock, with whatever
.1e* may be necessary to atmerialu
the qns amount of toll that should be
void. Any person refuslag to give
seat Infiernisi ion, under oath, when
required, shall be lined too dollars.
f 4729 PENALTY F. n EVADING
/IMENT or ToLL. Whoever shall
defraud or attempt to defraud the
("company by going around a toll-gate,
or otherwise evade or attempt to
evade the payment of tolls, or to lee
sea the amount of tolls fairly pays-
hie by him, shall, for each such at-
unapt, be flood ten dollars.
Capt. Sweeeiel, f1.04. A., San Diego,
al., says: "Sittlioli's Catarrh R. me-
dy 111-ritie arm inoritkOnie I have ever
found that would do Ate any good."
f rise 410(shi. tiold by Wylyilk Burnett.
NICHOLAS' BRIDE.
Princess Alix to he known as
Alexandra Feodorona.
WM ROYAL TITLE SET FORTH
The New Czar Announces Her Holy
Anointment In Accordance
lth the Ritual.
bpecial to the New Sr&
St. Petersburg, Nov. 5.-Cur Niel -
olas has issued the following man!
Cute:
To-day ovurred the holy anoint-
ment of our bride, in accordance with
the orthodox ritual, to the comfort of
ourselves and the whole of Russia,
our bride rece:ving the name of Alex-
andra Feodorovns, with the title of
Grand Duchess; and Imperial Eligh-
nese. Given at Livsdia, this 31st day
of October (old ety is 1894, in the first
year of our relieve NICHOLAS.
The body of of the late Czar is ex-
pected here on November IS. It will
lie in state at Odessa, Kier and Mos-
cow, on its way to the city, and will
finally rewire in state in the Cathe-
dral of St. Peter and Paul. The rt-
mains of Alexander III. will after-
wards be Owed in the Imperial
M•u Role u m.
A special service to celebrate the
accession cf Nicholas II to the
throne of Russia was held yesterday
In the palace church. It was attend-
ed by the Cztr and Czarina, the
Queen of Greece, the Duchess of Saxe-
Coburg-Goths, Princes Alix of Hesse-
Darmstait, the Grand Duke. and
Grand Duchesses now at Lluidis, and
by the chief effbials of the district.
REPUBLICAN MEI%
Ceased By the General Resumption of
Work in Factories.
The universal return to work by
factory employee is causing the Re•
publicans grief. Since September 1
the Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette
and Indianapolis Journal, both
stanch Republican papers, have re-
ported the resumption of work of
more than 100 blg factories employ-
ing 28,542 meo.:This probably does
not represent one-third of the num-
ber who have secured work under the
revivifying influence of the.Thew tar-
iff law, for it does not pretend to be
anything like a complete census, for
It touches no sms11.;,futoriee and
takes no account of the enormous In-
crease of employee in factories which
had been in partial operation and
which are now running to their full
capacity, many with day and night
forees employed.
McClure's Magazine F( r November.
McClure's Magszlue for November
opens the promised Napoleon series
with fifteen portraits of Napoleon in
early manhood, Most of them repro-
ductions of famous painting's, and
portraits of his tether and mother,
and other persons closely related to
or intlmate:y associated with him,
accompanying an intereeting ac-
count, by Miss Ida M. Tarbell, of his
mtreer down to the time he assumed
command of the army in Italy. The
portraits are from a very large and
carefully ehosen collection made by
the Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, and
Mr. Hubbard himself introduces
them with a valuable letter describ-
ing the classification and varying
met its af the existing portraits of
Napoleon. If the succeeding parts el
the series maintain the high level of
this one-and there is every reason
to believe that they will, for the edi-
tore announce that they have a hun-
dred and fifty notable Napoleon pic•
tures yet to present-the series must
make, as a whole, one of the most at-
rseltive products thus far of the re-
cent Navileon revival. In this num-
ber 14 presented also the first of a se-
ries of true detective stories, derived,
by pertnisolon, from the official rec-
ords of the Pinkerton detective bureau
It is the breathless story of the die
covery and frustration, by Allan
Pinkerton, of the plot to assassinate
President Iencoln as be passed
through Baltimore, on the way to
Washington for his first inaugura-
tion. Interesting portraits of Lincoln
.nd Allan Pinkerton, one of the Lin-
clIn portraits being from an early
daguerreotype never before published
accompany the article. None of the
features peculiar to McClure's has
been more attractive than the "Real
Conversstious" between wo;l-known
authors. The N ,vember number
supplies a particularly sprightly one
between Dr. Conan Dayle and Robert
B Arr. It gives a pleasant glimpse of
Dr. Doyle's home life, an aeociant of
his methods of work and his travels,
which have extended from the North
Pile to Africa, and his opinion of the
present state of the novelist', art in
the United States and Eogland. Por-
traits of D. Doyle and Mr. Bart,
views of their respective workshops,
a portrait of Mrs. D oyle, and a por-
trait of "rinerlook Holmes" seetnu-
pro, the 'Mole There are a umber
of other noteworthy 11411011111 In Hite
'winner,
Ammenterd toe Twos
A good story id told of WilliA10
Swisher, one of the veteran, of the
Omni Army. /Jo was in a Colorado
Biwa not long ago without money, but
with a great thirst. He warn sizing up a
saloon outfit from a corner seat when a
westerner invited him to take a driuk.
"No," replied Bill deliberately, "I
Will not drink today."
"Won't you, Mr. Boiled Shirt?" re-
plied the cowboy. "We shall see."
Then he terneri to the bartender. "Put
ten whisky glasses along the bar in a
row. Now all 'em up."
When they were filled, ho drew a pis-
tol an'l cocked it.
"Drink down the line," he command-
ed.
Dill slowly drained each glare'. Wheu
the last was down, he placed it on the
counter, set the ten glaeses in line and
turned to the cowboy.
"Now, mister," said be, "if you have
'em filled aratin, I'll drink my way
back. "-Pittsburg Poet.
One Man's Name.
"Thomas Fraaali get wrakypes f and er
knickellepenpsay" was written on a
card which an anarchistic looking indi-
vidual handed to Justices Kane.
--Looks like an alphabetical riot,"
ventured his honor uncertainly.
"Nein, nein, das let mein name. I
have you some business wit," was the
Jtolge Kane warmly assured his vis-
itor that tl:e clerk would attend his
slightest wah ana hastily left the room.
"I guess you've got 'em all there,"
sold Cho clerk critically as he reviewed
the alrittalostical drool parade on the
card, abut that's wit the way I learned
He was heard of later in Justice Sla-
vin'e orlort, where he etiterod unit against
a man with a name almuet as compli-
cated as his Joie-at Louis Globe-
Buy seasan tickets a Elgin's for the
:enure course of 7 of the ableet men
on the platform for SI, wills reserved
seats. On the 20th Inst. Rev. Madi-
son Peters, of New York, will deliver
at the Tabernacle his non-partisan,
.2'oquent and interesting lecture,
"America for Americans." Don't
fall to heir it.
May be
when
sick
you have never taken
Brown's Iron Bitters?
You have, perhaps, read
the advertisements and
testimonials, but never
thought much about it.
Brown's
Iron
Bitters
[Don •
5(541,
the
teeth ;
will make yon strong
and well. Your energy and ambition
will return, and perfect health will
follow. You will feel better at once
and gain strength rapidly.
Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Malaria,
Liver and Kidney Complaints.
This remedy acts wonder-
ully in these complaints
and will undoubtedly curt.
Will you try if
The Geo•ine has the CrossedRed Linea on the wrapper.
All DreggiStS and General Storekeepers
owl it. list gm tie gmatios-
Raoww CUINBCAt. Co.. laitissors, Md.
The Owensboro Meeeenger says:
"Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Anderson have
issued invitations to the marriage • 1
their daughter, Miss Annie Anderson,
and Mr. William A. Underhill, of
Neger York. The wedding will occur
at the Anderson residence on Fred-
erica street Thursday evening, No-
vember 22, at 8 o'clock."
A Girl's First Fancy.
It is always to be regretted, I think,
when love comes to a girl before she has
attained her moral and intellectual ma-
jority, writes Mrs. Burton Kingsland in
The Ladies' Home Journal. The man
whom she would love at 16 is often
mite different from one to whom she
eould give her more mature affections,
and there is always the danger of seeing
him at a disadvantage when larger ex
perience of other men will lead her to
make comparisons. There are some
things to which time iv the only guide,
nd in so momentous a step as the Miele,
of the companiou of a lifetime "the
ouremoning inaelnees of love" can, in
!xtrenie yontli, rarely be trusted. A
young girl has so many illusions, so lit-
tle kimovitelee Lt. human nature,
slight an areleseutalice with her owe
eeart, as to make the ri.k always a s
:ions atm.
Ins Caine.
Grulib-I think soma boy will become
t very eistinguished man if he lives
long enough.
"Yes? Wile! lb o you tbink he will be
iistiegnielled for?"
'Liege% ity-it ht. l e. long enough.'
-London
Sehiloh's Cure, the great cough and
Croup Cure, is for sale by us. Pocket
size contains twenty-five doses, milt
25c. Children love it. Wyley & Bur-
nett.
ITEMS AND IDEAS.
The highest point of land in Florida
a only 210 feet above sea leveL
The secret of casting hollowware
was originally kept In one family for
afty years.
English-speaking people rule a third
of the earth, and over 400,000,000 of its
Inhabitants.
Toilet soap In the form of paper,
slightly larger than visiting cards, is
used in France.
The manufacture of tinware in Eng-
land originated in a trade secret
stolen from Holland.
Pious Russians do not eat pigeons
because of the sanctity conferred on
the dove in the scriptures.
Sandstorms are so bad at Ottawa,
Ont., that sidewalk plows operated
by electricity are required.
Centenarian John Lott of Warwick,
N. Y., still plows and does work -
his farm despite his treat age.
A triangle between Sixth ayes...,
Broadway and Thirty-second street,
New York, is to be called the Greeley
square.
A statue to the memory of Dagnerre,
the inventor of the daguerreotype, is
to be erected at Brie-snr-Marne, where
he died.
James Gabon was killed near Ste-
tersville, W. Va., by a block falling
from a derrick and striking him on
the head.
The scales used in the London mint
area show a difference in the weight
of a card after a name has' been writ-
ten upon it
The flower of the death plant of
Java continually drips with a deadly
poison which is distilled in the cup-
like baessom.
The daughter of Andrew Pee:Hack of
efershville township, N. C., has tire
different grandmothers and great
grandmothers.
A Berlin dentist, in drawing a lady's
tooth, had his finger bitten by a con-
vulsive closing of her mouth. He
died in two days from blood poisoning.
There are about 2.000 Seminole In-
dians still living in Florida. At pres-
ent their reservation is close on the
everglade boundary and pretty soon
they will be hustled into its thickets.
The ownership of the summit of
Mount Washington has • passed into
the hands of the Mount Washington
railroad company hacked by the Con-
cord & Montreal road. The price
paid for the purchase is $311,093. The
Summit house has proved a regular
lemon's 111 profits. For tea years
Walter Alk.11 of Vraaklin Yalta re'
smutty diseasomoi, reeolved $100,000
from that source, while the railroad'.
alien WM a nieuh larger sum.
SAID IN J1117.
Husband-Does that new novel turn
ant happily? Wif•-ft doesn't say.
It only says they were married.
The doctor says I need change
"Dr. Bigphee, I suppose. Weil, you'll
peed more before he gets through
with you."
Attorney-I'm not asking you for
your office address. Where is your
home? Conscientious Witness - I
naveret any home. I reside in a sub-
urban flat.
Mr. Bli
bill I've
that a f
s-Here's a $20 millinery
ust paid, another instance
I ami his money soon part.
Mrs. Blinks-I know, dear, but just
think how fortunate it is that you are
one of these who have money.
Mrs. Twitter, listening to phono-
gerapn-It's just like having your hus-
band here at home, isn't it? Wife-
Mercy, no; it needs an attachment to
smoke, growl about the dinner. lose a
hat, kick the dog and swear to make
it perfect.
Small Boy, to grocer -If yeti please,
Mr. Wellby, my mother want,' to
know if you will give her an almanac?
Grocer, leaning over the counter-But,
my little man, your mother does not
get her groceries here. Small Boy-
No, Mr. Welby, but we borrow your
wheelbarrow.
Young Wife--The minister wants
every woman in the congregation to
earn something for the church by her
own labor, and I don't know what in
the world to do. Husband-You spoke
about needing a new dress and -
Wife-Oh, yea, I never thought of
that. I'll get the dressmaker to pay
me so mneh an hour while I'm being
fitted, and then she can charge it in
the bill.
UNCLIC SAM'S FARM.
Of every 100 miles of railway in the
world forty-one are in the United
Mates.
By a conservative esemsts the
United States will have a population
of 3e3.000.000 in 1090.
The Greeks burls I or bhrned their
deed one word having both Alga flea.
ion.
iie nossee-s-orratne Remains ?resell.
Tiara is no liberty, as we understand
the term in Alsace-Lorraine. The na-
tives are permitted the exerairie of their
own religion and the use of the French
tongue under certain restrictions. But
these restrietitms import the presence
German detectives in the churches. No
more need be said to show that they
must be irksome and oppressive to the
last degree. It is the German method,
one might almost my the method of
our time. We are in a hnrry, and we
bolt our food, even when great empire!'
are making their meal on small states.
In It:471 France left Alsace pretty much
as she tumid it when it was seised by
Louis XIV. At the time of the 'seizure
as little as possible was changed in
laws, customs, manners or observances.
In consequence Alsace reumined Ger-
man in speech andiii race habits, while
gratitude for fair treatment slowly ren-
dered her French in sentiment. The
gentler way may seem the longer, but
it is oertainly the latter, and that the
rougher is, to say the least, no sborter
we have our experience in Ireland to
prove. Our mistake indeed was one of
sheer ignorance, while Germany's is
something of a sin against the light.-
London News.
Brush That Raises No Dust.
An antiduet brnsh, sap' Cassell's
Family Magazine, has just been pat-
elite.' the use of which duos away with
any !tackle ity for sprinkling floors with
water, tea leaves, sawdust or any other
medium for preventing the raking (if
dust during the eweepir.g of uncarpeted
floors. The brush itself is circular in
shape .and is surmounted by a metal
reservoir in which is carried a disinfect-
ing fluid, ''etourolene" by name. re, the
ordinary way the brash is used rigid,
but if the (hist begins to rise the Prer'e•
log of a peg in the handle allows the
brush to revolve and at the same time
charges it with the fluid.
President Cleveland has set apart
November 29 for a day of tbanks
For Ls G ri ppe, Cough*, Colds,
Croup, Wboopinr Cough aid al,
diseases of the Throat and Lungs
take "C. C C. Certain Cough Cure."
Bold by R C. Hardwiek.
Several European j 'uruals are be
log printep on Amerieron made patter
I Miens.. "linos:0[rd endways," also
C Highs Colds, Croup, Whooping
Couch, Bronchitis, ate., with "C C
C. Certain Cough Cure." Sold by
R. C. Hardwick.
The new Union Station in T ircnte
will be compiere in about a year.
You can trip the phantastie, and
feel very elastic, if you use "C. C
C.", the great remedy for itunioup
and Coins, and all calloused forms
"C. C. C. Certain Corn Cure" I.
warranted. Sold by R C. Hardwick.
T'oe olgarmseer in Germany maks
on an averag of$2.86 per week.
Small investment, big return'
when you invest iu a bottle of "C C
C Certain Cough Cure" the great
remedy for Cough., Colds, L.stirippe.
and all Diseases of the Tartest aue
Lungs. bold by R. (7. Hard% lek.
Mummy cares have often on the ex-
ternal lid a repteuntstiou of the u
pant.
POKER IN THE CABINET.
• Member of the Kafue, Who Wsuin't Talk-
ing About Herbert, Tells Tales.
"tlre•sham," said a prominent mem-
ber o! the cabinet, vainly searching in
his pocket for a nickel with which a;
pay his fare in the last night car after a
pleasant little evening at the White
douse, and who theu gratefully thanke,.
3 newspaper correspcn(kat for human
the conductor an extra nickel, "Gres')
am says that he doesn't play poker to'
the motley there is in it, but I notice
that }"i wins ell the chips."
The secretary NEM lost in thought for
a few moments. Finally he sheok hi,
head sadly, eighed heavily and contin-
ued:
"Secretary Greehrim is, in my opin-
ion, the finest poker player in the.
country. I have seen a great many still
game* in my life, genies played by
men who had for years made their liv-
ing at it. Anil I have seen sonic pretty
desperate chances taken, too, but never
have I seen a man ec thoroughly at
home at a game of poker, so cool and
collected at every stage, as par secretary
of state. In this opiiiion I am sure that
I would be indor,ed by every inembei
of the cabinet. Even the president him
eel: would, I am sure', seetaul my view,
on this subject, although he thinks be
knows a thing or two about the game
himself."
"Has the preeldent played the gain,
long?" the newspaper mau inquired.
"Oh, no," said the (secretary; "I
don't believe be ever played the game
at all until he went down the river hat
year and took Gresham and Carlisle
with him. When he came back, b'
didn't talk about anything for months
hut poker. fie hinted one day that it
I'd come up in the evening he mould
give me a few points about the game. I
went up. The next morning the pried
dent had to send to the bank for money. "
"What did the president Fay when be
arose from the game?"
'H0 simply said that it was easy to
see that Ed been taking a few lesi-oni-
from Gresham, and then ho said goese
night."
"Can all the members of the cabinet
play?"
"They can; but, like the man wite
the dish of crow before him, they don't
hanker after it. Itar too expensive" The-
great poker players of the preeidenta
official family arc the prcaidear, secre
tary of state, Carlisle and Morrou. They
play for the love of it. Morten ih1 not
what one would say in the language of
the !street an 'out of eight player,' but
he is a pretty good all around baud at
the game, and then lie dot-slat linve ti
live on his salary. Carlisle is a shrew..
player, but lucks mayo. The preeieent
Is a great bluffer and seldom ittaye out.
He's the biggest winner of the four, ox•
mpt, of coulee, f irrellany Oresliani
menet tomtit] all the time."
"Do they piny often?"
"Well, 'ley floret., shoot all theft
sprite time tri it, it's lessens 11
with the whorl.* Ilf I 1111111 WNW
It, be Iffiliereilkei as liolitnioling
they play night after night or that very
huge sums elotiiire hoods. It's merely it
game They like it. Ii at-
fer,ie them the relexiittou aft-
er a bard day 'h work, Lula ita perfectly
proper and cornett
"Does Lamont play poker?"
"Well, as may friend Guldzier won:
put it. 'Isamota du play is few poker,
but it's not Lie hubby. Polities is La-
wont's bobby."
"Hew about Herbert?" ,
"I'm riot talking about him." Thee
he winked the other eye tied left tie
car.-Washiugtoa Cur. Hexameter Poet
Express. .
An tnu•tuti Coincidence.
The V ienaa ourrespoudent of the' Lon
don Standard says that on one of tie
estate's of Count Putocki in Galicia thi
very rare event of a mother. daughtei
'end grauddaueliter each giving birth ts
/10:1 14 the sante day has just occurred
The mother is 4e, asei the infant son i
her The daughter, w In
has just Fast Jilt d hi r Li:abase' with he
eighth, is ee years old, and alie grand
(laughter, who was merried hat year,
is not yet quite lit. All the three new
born hells are etropg anti itenitly. and
the same may be heel of tic it mother!,
who belong to the Polish pea/sant class
ELECTROPOISE!
Special Offer!
The !emcees of the Klectrot else in
curing dl f almost every form
and many patients apparently beyond
recovery has caused a wide and grow-
ing demand for the "little doctor."
Tumor., abscesses, scrofula, censer,
paralytie, chronic and acute rheuma-
tism and imuralgie, many cases a
female troubles some cases of total
and p•rtial blindness and deafness,
Bright's di  kidney and blotter
ailments hays been cured In such a
short while as to border on the mirac-
ulous. The treatment is simple and
effective. Write for terms of rental
and pale and special reasons why you
should get on this month; also lettere
from well known people, testifying to
its curative merle
DUBOIS & WEBB,
Tired, Weak, Nervous
Could Not Sleep.
Prof. L. D. Edwards, of Preston,
Idaho, says: --I was all run down,
weak, nervous and irritable through
overwork. 1 suffered from brain fa-
tigue, mental depression, etc. I be-
came so weak and nervoue that I
could not sleep. I would arise tired,
discouraged and blue. I began taking
Dr. Miles' Nervine
and now everything is changed I
sleep soundly, I feel bright., active
and ambitious. I can do more in one
day new titan I used to do in a week.
For this great good I give Dr. Miles'
Restorative Nervine the sole credit.
It Cures.Si
Dr. Milne' Nervine tis sold on ft praddre
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists Bell it at 41,6 bottle.. for ISS, or
it will be sent, prepaid, on rec. ipt of price
by the Dr Milos Medical Co., kliiharts lad.
We wou'd like to nail the ettetsilou
of our realer.' to the' edvertleemen,
of D. FE. Merritt &Co , whieh appear.
e'sewhere in this parser. This firm
keepe on bend at all times a full line
of fresh groceries, and tit,. members
of it would like for the walla! to call
end give them a trial, feeling toolfi
lent th•t it they once buy from them
they will return.
Ceehrane, a prominent
lawyer ofShepherdaelli,,•ori who wa.
for two years editor of the Kentu-ky
Farmer, a !labor journal published iii
Leuieville, ha. formerly announced
hi • eandidsey for Attorney General
of Kautueky.
POSITIONS GIPRANTEED !
UNDER REASONA 111 E CON DITIOste.
Our Fags 120 page catalogue wit explain why
we can afford it. Seed for it now. Ad. rees
Draughon'e Practical Business Col
legs, Nashville. Tenn
Rook-keep. Shorthand, Penmanship aed
Telegraphy. We .peed more money In the
interval of our Ern pioy inent Departineet
than half the Bushirea Col:elms take In as.
tuition. 4 weeks by our method teaching
book-keeping is equals to 12 weeks by the ired
Plan Ii teachers. 600stelients vast year.
no vecution. enter any time. ell KA e
-OA RI) We have receutly pn-pared boo.a
especially adapted 'o
40,1117; fEVT
-Jane on flo day A at. . rite us end explein
"your wants" N B -We nay $5
va"ancies as book-keePers. striv•graphers,
teachers, clerks, etc., report •.1 te us. ',env toed
wit nil *Rena
THINACUR
FOR THIN PEOPLE.
Are You Thin?
h made with ThInacnr• Tablet. by a
.cientifie rote... They t•rotte perfect es
.1rollatien id every 'orm or forel Recrett,
VYItia.ble parts 'rd oi•earding the worth-
...R. They notke thin rec., plump and roam]
"lit the thy tire. hey ere lie
STANDARD REMEDY
'or wannest.. etintaleing r al abed We
ly he, mi,55.
Pries, prepeld, SI per box. It for $S. Pont
phlet, "HOW 1 44E1' FAT," year Ti'
rig istectee.t co.. 14111 Broadway. New York
PARK L:R'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses sea tete tic hah.
l're/1,1r• a lee,: r.
Never Yells tn retl. re Oray
Ride to its Teettini Color.
Cu.,,yrelep.r: ...Aro A ` a,
Sr seat! 'ea Pen Tea
. es l'..rkerst...zrerll onm.
%YOU Le.e., 111.11..labr isee.a
UIIIOFRCORNS. or Iv .,...rArr Dar Com
Si Lrr..orea, u 111214.u.i a Cu., N. it
HIRES
?„maires the home c trete coin pieta This
great Temperance Drink elo if pleas-
ure and heaitti to every member of toe
family A 25c- package Makes .1 gal-
lons. Be sure and get the igeuulne.
Sold everywhere. Made rs.ity by
The Chas. E Hires Co., Philacia.
ABM illa awe Ihe treatlfui /go... Car.* .1rA Ey.
ootbeer
Fresh Air and Exercise.
Get all that's
possible of
both, if in
need of flesh.
strength
and nerve.
force. There's neecl,too, of plenty
of fat-food.
Scoffs Emul
sio
of Cod Liver Oil build's up flesh
and strength quicker than any
other preparation known to sci-
ence.
So'!!', 1:fi1tiltion rotttattely et-
/Twee Cote vf otitumplvv,
Protti-hitit am' kithipel
seAttv Me" method; SAIL
Pniesnel its Seen a Nag* All der apisis,
amiss
OS! IN QUANTIFY, alter is QUot.iv
!WQR Iii 111
WiliTE'S CREfiii
VE R NI 11 FUCE
FOR 20 YEARS
Has ,ed all WORM Remedies.
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
istit.Li BY ALL Da t'lletillaTS.
Pr.
altlISID110111111trITII (bk. ST. tans.
FATPEOPLE
PARK tiagmerr PILLs will rednee your
weig,:t PERM ANEN11.Y from II to IS ihs
• nioutii. NO MrARVING sick' esti or in•
jury; !WO PUBLICITY. Tney build up the
hea th red beautify the coniplexhin leaviny
NO W RINK E Ls or flabbiness. sToITT A it.
bomENri enO difficult breathing surely
Wowed. No EXPERIMENT but a scientio.
and positive relief, adopted onty after veal.
of experience. All orleell supteled ,1
from our t•111,•.e. PEle0 MOO per parka *a
three packages for *100 by mall Po' '
Testonimisla eni partleshirs 2.:
•Il Correxponden..e Strii tly conadeeem
PARK REMEDY CO., Bo -
Mau
;4..174
Mare eaaally,oniter
Fte r•eltel. , .1". pr.relf • wod
luo rat..or1 rrnu I if. fromyeop'•=,
11.u. Jr h ilia ow ad. ours.
COGS MEMEDY CO.. Meagre m
-
Onors1 sr we,
A- gents. S75
• ...k K. e !um •• t..r.11.ay Tao
Rapid seaSasu. a ub.01,1i•
di•Ao Die • Nally 14.0 ...new.
wad..., rum.. sad an.
willeet ...II.' lb. has4o
pooh dm 5''s, tb• egkolo.• Sin
the not lot.h. p•001•4 510555,
sod ehorrlui see. Il• ••••.1•4
Ita i••••alealkaallso.elet111.0.
ea illobatleDarY.
oearrallio4.CInnalarellen
w. P. ItAlt111111111 • 011. este lk• II. Reallualma 0
S$STSSINSS$SSSSSIS
115;:; t:VADMOMT711;15. IVAN:C=114
Anchorage. KY.al may Le nuultiplied by bur .IAN tilkLii,g eye es.e• tout 15 e are e del Jodus of the market 4,18 C.:or:sax. Illes•Yach eased ACIIAft
enema:Li! op. retort leek win• full $ CA l'ITAL S60,000.00.
enammers mane( free. W. A FAAZIEB UNDIVIDED PROFITS 115,000.00,
CO. 1141 Meriadso're CHICA.l.:`,
509 Fuutern Avit.,LOUISVILLE,Kr $ $ $ $ s $ $ $ $ $ $ rate cost.
Canis & Wane.
Real Et4tFtte, Collectinz
acid Insurance A.geuey,
Ho;:kinsvi:le, Ky.
41..) :
Two Doors North ot
Cotirt HOUBFI.
W r have in our howl. enme.ble t.:11v,
for as.., amt rent.
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
-THE 0141) RELIABLE
Mutual Benefit Life ins. Co.
Of \ewer', New Jersev.
ItliZI DOM., . . • PIIILIIIDSIOT
Total eieete..1,4•,tiery ist, e414„ 1 foLoctsa,ou
Pad pollee dolders111111.1c of -
ganisafion, . latiesinfro ne
Surplus. . . ttissimilLo.
Losses paid In Westerly over Leeti,ao,tte
. .
L35,s3 Puid Pi antra oont3
Charles J. Ratiford, $5 000; Wm.
M. W -t. $3 000: John It. Penick,
$3 000: John J. Anderson, $1 500;
W. T. Radford. $7 500.
After second year no restrictions
as to reeidence or occupation. No
forfeiture in CV* of lapse; incont-oe-
tible.
Cant, loans made up to one-half of
the reserve on a.signable policies.
THE B'ST CO TRAGT EVER
OFFETtED'.
K W- SMITH & CO., State
Agents, 5.I1 W. Main St., Louisville.
W. L, Devr.4©7,As
sHOE
*5. CORDOVAN,
F1111-Arle.E:SAMELLED^',-AL.17
$4.t.3.5.P FINE CA11-3,1;a1^4
$952.12. WORKINGMENt.
$ 3.1_0 POLICE,3 SOLES.
:11XTRe, TIN'.
2. ti.7; PaYSCilr:ASHEE.S.
•LADIES-
$132.si32es'ITI.7-73DoNGC.L4.
ZERO CATALOGUE
W•L•COUGLAS,
BROCKTON, MA5a.
yet, cam save money by purchasing 11 • L.
ihieghte Mines.
Bemuse, we a -e the Lrgen..t taaniic-,c'erers of
advertised sac,. in the world, Si guarantee
the value by etomping the name and price on
the bottom. e,hich protects yen againrt high
prices and ac middleman's profits. Our shoe*
..0231 custom work in style, easy Being and
•,, aring qualitl• s We have them mold every-
teat lower 9rices for the value given than
,e other make. Take no substitute. If your
ter caence ,unply you, we can, bold by
ia mob Diu & stee
Hcokinsville, Ky.
TAKE
THE
BEST
facte.
Wets. and[S...1.t.kt Bottle.Otte cent a dosd.
Tnall GREAT' Cote 4,';';ts prethinly. cures
Where all others fait, Coughs, Cronp, lions
rarest, i':areeness. Wboopi :c Cough and
Asthma. For Consemptlen it has no rival;
ball cured teouten, la, at. d wilt CURS YOU le
taken in time. by leaeeieta re. a gear-
antee. IMMO Beak or Chest, use
8HiLOH•ltbea-LADONNA PLASTERXoe.
HILOH'S te.CATARRH
\Q,1526,tie- REMEDY.
aro y Tide eemedy la triveran.
teed to cure vou. CUL 1..::Act or has
- 
-
41, 01111110•11.1111•11.1s4V41s111,411.
seti ir
Palmg
;Coexrs'
;
IB 
Eon
ceork MOS VIM
THE Certr:Af -fiEf.t c.:ZY
• . stilt lit BitiCti Alio.. eXte II3EaSES
rew bee thy:oil...her -- ten t , esii-
.1.1.../1 10, . D.., 'I .' t 1.• ' 7..
i 
ter Si ,..t..5. end u•• • r 1,..le re
%ere so51.4. 5 A I. -.t.-4..11 .1
sea-FULA. Utt-,EFS. FC7114.1„
, EladllATISIA. rEPLE S. Elldol;01PeS.
.ft.., al: MAD.. r :.? 5.4T1' ere- v. • ! IN,: SW
1
10-111 Wili 1,. 111 - 1 ,-. I. ' ,-• •-1-• law n.....1
100.111.1./1..• ..0•'1 0 . ,.... of .. -... • • wn. 1. I
to•al. Fri,. r. 1.. i All,. 4 bol/es. t.or V. I.V.,
...- I., Ar..w., +,.
SENT FRF.: .,nsp1.,"!':1`l i'.*!rues.
ettelvo st...,..L. to,. St.•rts. Co
4-.11.41. M. iollsera. etelsrate Se .t.Is "0100
F..' Ram ti v R c el tirorrie•
THE
Is 110t Satisfied
With being -the Bost Magazine ever
published in the South."
It wishes to cover thoroughly the
whole field: to visit regularly erkry
reading family in the South.
To do this, its subscription price
has been
Reduc ad to $1.50 A
Year
Beginning with the Oetober Num-
ber. BUT--the Magazine will con-
tinue to grow better in quality, and
to merit the;
Words of Praise it Rs-
"Tug SOUTH ERN NI A'. 7.1 N /1 a hardily...loll.
lustre!, n and wont edited litersry magic rid,
el, eomp•re •61,1/1' with the leen
monthly J....enithief itir• Me,ropylis."-Review
lieVil•A'A. May, I• .4.
Our eircualtion has increased ten-
fold in the pant year. but we are af-
tyr thin ino,nos Houl ilk' for
onniplo copy, to l'/(N
As . 11.16.1%1.1'7e, Loitiro
rifle, ky,
BUCKNER & dAYS
PAL ESTATE,
AND
INSHANCE
ACE tiCY,
KY.
4.1 it ritortlai FOR tiALR.
row., •iory rtioneace. 2 acre lot. south
..at Clo.l.A11,. A ease Ill which
.1.1ehi...41: CAR be kept at all aellaol•II.
•• Su Iet
Twe story frame owelilrip aid 2 acre mt.
I1/40.1 ; lb si..1.1,11104.11d rereleace
Bre.k dwelling roorto, vestibule halls.
I acre 'or, trees, Alirutibery ami tett- tiul.di ugs,
utterly new, beet reeoleime is city. Waluot
Cottage and lot on north sett 5th at., Mat
Poi -c chlircb. WEIRS ft.
1 wo hns, esch hostel! ft., ism tu side flth
ROO\ e urcb.
Lee on ivouth mute etas st, opposite lalitheite
church.
Letlage and acre lot north aid* ittb et, 54.
bluing Me.. ,..hatS1Plitin.
Acre 101. wifely it eleening he
Cottage and lot ethrtkie ft on west side Jes-
op's •ven
E.lsgant two story frame reedeuee, 001,DAT
111.11 sluut
Brick routlenne and lot i1910 171 ft. Corner
%Ain pLiell and lilt,.;..
KerOdeD1Ne 104 1121-2 ft, eeruer 12th sod
.:alaptsell as.
Derintlyie dwelling and lel with tress
-hrulibery and 41‘•••11 west shie Brown.
lAtworn Ind sun 41 Gat, at a baraa.r.
Dwelling and lot ataait bcall b afar
'▪ att .t.
Cot Itexikl, menet' Brimont and Lb ata
Eluest tut on It t. street.
kluelneee lot IV 3-7x1III ft.. BD as nest to
New Era office.
Buninesa 01. A5‘11P rt. Sesta. And 7ei,
de., near 0. V. freight ,leeOt.
Elegant residence tote on Seerb trginis
• MUla ft. alley. Best residetove prevoterty
n the ell y at a :
SUBURBA.N PROPERTY.
hit ire with rooms, lot 06 was, pairt out
.1,1e. near el ...pewee cemetery
1 exe! node residence IDIA 40 east 7th at. lna.
,u1 tilde cite limit.,
Lee-inane one vt eel of ?kola feria at. )4111
..ul aide 0.1t) Waite.
ss acres desirable residence hits, one ally
.oute from city. on Palmyre rust
FALAI PROPERTY.
Good farm of 116 acre' on Greenville road,
i rut 'ea from city, will divide iii! desired.
142 sere farm 11 miles east from Crofton.
'rood limeek.ne land
Farm of acres, Well Improved, near
Vewatead, at a bargain.
Fine 150 are stock farm. well Improved.
4 mars (rum Flopkirui•ille, *bandanas of
timber sod running water.
Farm of 195 acres, near Montgomery, to
Trigg county, Ey , on pros ed and with
in ablindarce of limber and water, good
ielithborhood and fine land. A bargain.
We bay. One farms ranging from 250 int=
acre, and In price, from 1M 00 to seti la pet
ore. Callon or addre.....
BUCKNER k HATS.
WON'T
WORK
-ON-
Ilic)()rsi
There ate many hair
zrowers made in the
United States and els1-
where, but the thing to
do the work is
4i4:tit91
Will grow a mustache,
ooard or any kind ot
1air at a.uy place on
niiman or animal skin.
Sent secure-50Ca ly settled to
•Iny aduress.
? W Iasi 1131:cal Co
covington, Hy.
JI.,OTHJN0HENCHROLY7,.g. seeeivers.
III le 51 I ,s1..S11.1'1 VALLEY ROLT/11.)
-ro-
Louisville. Cincinnati
A,, .'.II Pth.te-
TRAINS LEAVE At FOLLOWS:
To LoCievILLE.
Fenn eee'oo 9 :31 • m lot) a.
•• Sort tt .4.5 a in. 2.0. a. re
ro er.era•L CITY •PID ALA V CI LAY.
Prom Prineeton 4:90 p in.
Nortoesville 1:ftt p m.
Memhis, Vick:burg,
New Or!ea-a
-And ell Pointe-
GOT_T=1-3,
TRAINS A E A. FOLLO* S.
TO 11 LIIPIIIS.
From Prince-ton to:SO a M. 1:425. m
TO Ps DVC•11 AND FI'LTON.
Fr -n-1 Prineetoe Lie p. in.
Coimecting M•in eh * with through
al petit: In
Aragnsss arid Texci,s.
Tickets, and al! Intortn.Uon w .
ferni-lied oil *poll,* -It'd', y ter ne trait tare-
..t earn: T. R. 1.1.Nr Genera) cameo
.cer .egeut. [meter II • v
VIGOR OF MEN
Earle Quickly,
Ferranti:ill, Rendered.
WEAKNESS,
NERVOUSNESS,
DEolLa TV,
ate' all ie. train of evils
5.. ...a!) rrr.,.•or later
elthase5, Use ree.ults of
uverIrOill, Olt k11,111,
worry .-tv hese...ern,
development ant toes
given ',fry oriall
et the lewly
554
hewed methods.
feituiellaictinpe.riee•nt
pee. inese.11,0,
yew
psoassii,-s pt.•41
,osal•d, POO.
ERIC MCDICAL CO.
IIIUPPALO NY.
SAMUEL HODOSON
' TENN.,
and 
ITALIAN MARBLE,
SCOTCH, SWEDE and the mog desirable EASTERN
GRA N ITE MON (-11ENfTS, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that oiders e
truaed to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic 'pauper.
Amon(' Fm! the BEST Material Used.
. WHITLOW is our solicitor for work.
W. E. RAGsDALF.. R. E. COC ER
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co
-1.ROPR I ET( IRM by-
1IN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH. A.N1: ELEVENTH,
flopkinsville, Kentucky.
cgs ial attention to sampling and selling tobacco. Liberal advancements
made on consignments. The farmers of Christian county will find it
their interest to patronize the Ilopkineville market.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman.
.115111MIPIPerfAljr.1111a_ Mealealseelemeart.114111111•11111•1111Mea 
ROBERT. WOOLDRIDGE
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable,
INTH STREF.T, NEAR L. A N. ()Rater HoateiNeallaae y
vmm..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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W• need TwEerry s,r MORE original and
--=-------====== 'hiking designs for Newspaper Ach reties.
moos or CLAIRETTE SOAP. The 111111111U.
racturere The N. K. Filarbaok Con, para, an.
aaa-a-- --7 /burls* us to Par TEN 004.1,ARS EAC.41 for
---_---_,==-7- Appel:v.4M drawings with appropriate read-
We
Pay
for
Ideas
 
ing; or
ter only.
PepossitiLl°nbleartewliiretil°"iat
.d.......
(or compbsta.
PIT
$10
Dirsetlisas.-Makis
on Wavy
work in
print well.
a'l uare.
newsdealer&
Lent. Heist
and still
upon sa.theimoed
Polats.-cLAIRETTE
Seep-made
hold us•-•
generous
sale and
Sg-oo Pick for
This offer is
dal*:
and return
acceptable
drawings
'while peeper,
outline Elaborate
Pt pacel n papers
Draw to large
square
la good
gl % e you credit.
metre
for laundry
fit% prim wl.ereYer
praise. Sold
retail.
designs or reading ni a
open to all. Tbe non-
wneilAirwtitLpaylkfeurireen pi':
the others. Remember.
advertaaeweets we
Each
with black ink
or card board. Do ins
shading lei:, Lot
will b• four inci.••
r eerie igyou prefer. but
The ideals most im pot-
we lean bale I t redraws
Avoid poetry. Get
you buy the tartlet*.
Is • pure, torn-grail*
and gentsral boom
Is nown. Smits
by all grocers. whole-
e
-
-
--
lro best, and send results promptly.
-- 
--. - your
Address.s-
_-- ---
(only!
N. W. AYER & SON,
Newapsper Advertising Ageets,
_
P1411LA.Dal_Pril A.
ave You Seen
'1'11E BEA 1:111cUl. LINE OF
Solid ;
Silverware
-
T. 6. YATES.
The Prettiest lot of Belt Bnek les,
Hair Ornaments, &c., ever
brought to Hopkinsville
AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIME.'.
The Best One Dollar Spectacles
on Earth. We do If•pair work
neatly and promptly and guaran-
tee all work.
T. G. YATES
HOWE'S OLD STAND-:Main St.
ust Opened!
The finest line of Fall and Winter Woolens
insville, consisting of-
CLA'Y's WORSTEDS,
VICUNAS,
CI1E'VIOT AT:GUSTINICS,
HOMESPUNS,
WOOL RIDING PUITINGS,
BLARNEY SUITINGS
ENGLISH &
ever in Hop-
LONDON WORSTEDS,
CHEVIOTS,
LAMBS WOOL COATINGS,
NEW PICADILLIES,
FANCY WOOLENS,
ENGLISH & FRENCH CLOTHS,
FRExcii Doz.
Handsome line of Overcostinge. All Suits are Tritivo d
witi. the VERY BEST Trimmings. =IV= MTS..
WARE & OWSLEY
Ferd Schmit, Agt
GORMAN & SON
Have a large and complete lini
of Spring and Summer Suitiru;
at prices as low as the lowest..
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
and see them.
NO. 22, EAST NINTH ST.
GEORGE W. YOUNG
 MANUFACTURER 10P 
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Slate And Iron Roofing.
Guttering and all kinds of Job Work,
Seventh Street,
= "77' 7- = -
I"ItAlit EfiNATHy & GANT
4 o r
1100 ENIIMMI011
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE,
HOPK1NSVILLE, KY.
W. G. N'HEELER. P. H. SAXON, Bookkeeper. .
WHEELER, MILLS & co.,
TEACH COMM1SSIOil crcaois
AND GRAIN DEALERS.
FIREPROLFWAFEHCUSEELSSELLYMAND RAILROADSERIES, HOPKINSYILLE, KY
Liberal Advance us Colatranseets. All Tobacco sent us eovered by isearases.
T. C. BANBERT. Y. F. 1111111771.
People's Warehouse
HANBERY & SHRYER, Propirs.
Railroad St.. Between Tenth & Eleventh,:
1-101MICIINTE.7.7.11.Z.i=e 1C-W.
Cart•ful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco ecessigued W
us. Liberal advruices on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams an
teamsters. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed.
R. 11 teeNei, Preaident. W. T. TANDT, Cashier.
CITY =3.A.1NTIC,
SURPLUS 11410,100.1111informs'). 'ii teLieihnisibi otir otrii
LUNN SEMINARY
A Preparatory and Collegiate. School for Girls. Thirty-third year
opens Sept e. 1894. A large and able faculty. Students last session
from re States. Thorough training under Christian influence at mode-
Send for catalogue. Address Mille Scott, Anchorage. Ky. Inds Beak Offers Its Services To The Public as a Mate DegeeKer
or -
're
1
411,11/41111441--
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